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LARSEN v. HAWAIIAN KINGDOM

Arbitration - Constitution - Permanent Court of Arbitration-Optional
Rules for Arbitrating Differences
between
Two Parties of which Only One is a State-UNCITRAL
Rules-Whether
available for disputes of a non-commercial,
non-contractual
character

jurisdiction of the Hawaiian Kingdom". Following a requisition made by the
International Bureau of the Permanent Court of Arbitration, the Arbitration·
Agreement was amended by substituting the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules
for the Optional Rules. The Tribunal was constituted on that basis. Under a
Special Agreement the parties provided that:
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The Arbitral ..Tribu_nal_is ask~d to determine, on the, basis of the, H~gue
Conventions IV and V of 18 October 1907, and the rules and principles of
international law, whether the rights of the Claimant under internati9nal law
as a Hawaiian subject are being violated, and, if so, does he have any redress
against- the ~rspondent Government of the Hawaiian Kingdoµi ..

Arbitration-Nature
of arbitral proceedings-JurisdictionRequirement of a justiciable dispute-Purpose
of tribumtl to
decide disputes, not to answer abstract questions-Whether
arbitral tribunal entitled to decide issue where the very subject matter is the rights and obligations of a State ·not party
to the proceedings

In h1swritten· submissions, the claimant ~aintained that the Hawaiian Kingdom had been a State .in international law during the nineteenth century and
that the annexation of the Hawaiian King9om by the United States of America
in 1898 had been unlawful and invalid. Accordingly, he submitted, the Hawaiian Kingdom still existed and its government had a duty to him tq prevent
the application to him of United States law and the .denial of his status as a
Hawaiian citizen. The respondent also maintained that the Hawaiian Kingdom still existed in international law and contended that the· claimant's rights
under internation~r law were being viola_t_ed
but that he· had no 'redress against
the Government of the Hawaiian Kingdom for those vt9Iations.4,The parties
requested th.at the Tribunal give an award in two stages, the first of which
was "to result in an award on the verification of the dominion of the Hawaiian Kingdom", in the course of which the Tribunal was to "decide territorial
sovereignty in accordance with the principles, rules and practices of international law".
In the ligl].t of these submissions, th_eTribunal issued a Procedural Order,'
in which it asked the parties to address·(a) -..yhether there was a, legal dispute
between the parties within the meaning of the UNCITRAL Rule~; (b) whether
there was a real dispute b1;.tweenth<;parties to the arbitration; 'and. (c) whether,
in the light of tht; principle. laid down by the International Court of Justice
MonetaryGold,6 _theCaseconcerning
CertainPhosphateLands on
in the Caseconcerning
East Tim.or,"any dispute which might exist was
Nauru,' and 'the Case_conc'erning
one over which the Tribunal could exercise jurisdiction in the absence of the
United States of America. The parties submitted further written argument and
oral hearings were held on these questions.

Arbitration-Proc.edure-Power
· of. tribunal to determine
procedure-Whether
parties can override procedural decisions of tribunal by agreement
States-Existence-Recognition-Continuity-ExtinctionHawaiian Kingdom-Whether
a State during the nineteenth
century-Annexation
by United States of America-Whether
Hawaiian Kingdom extinguished thereby-Whether
annexation valid-Whether
arbitral tribunal entitled to determine
that question in the a~sence of the United States of America
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ArbitrationTribunal.' 5 February2001 ·
(Crawford, ·President;Griffith and Greenwood, Members)
SUMMARY:The facts:-The
claimant was a resident of Hawaii. By an
agreement' expressed to be concluded between the claimant and "the Hawaiian
Kingdom by its Council of Regency" ("the Hawaiian Kingdom"), the parties
agreed to submit to arbitration in accordance with the Permanent Court of
Arbitration Optional Rules for Arbitrating Differences between Two Parties of
which Only One is a State a claim that the Hawaiian Kingdom was in violation of the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation, 1849, between
the Hawaiian Kingdom and the United States of America, the principles of
international law and international comity by "allowing the unlawful imposition of American municipal laws over claimant's person within the territorial

Held (unanimously):-There was no dispute between the parties capable of
submission to arbitration and, in any event, the Tribunal was precluded from
the consideration of the issues raised by the parties by reason of the fact that
the United States of America was not a party to the proceedings and had not
consented to them.
(1) The Tribunal having been constituted under the UNCITRAL Rules, it
was unnecessary to determine .whether the case could have come within the
·
scope of the Optional Rules (paras ..8.1-8.8).

1
The claimant was represented by Ninia Parks; the respondent was represented by David Keanu
Sai, agent, Peter Umialiloa Sai, first deputy agent, and Gary Victor Dubin, second deputy agent
and counsel.
' Conducted under the auspices of the Permanent Court of Arbitration.
3
See Part 2 of the Award, p. 569 below.

• The submissions of the parties are set out in Part 5 of the Award, -p. 572 below. See also
para. 7.4 and Annexures I and 2, pp. 581,598 and'610 below.
·
' Procedu_ral Order No 3 (l 7 July 2000), para. 6.2, p.575 below.
'
:
' 21 !LR 399.
· · ' 97 !LR I.
.
" l 05 !LR 226.
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(2) The status of'the Hawaiian Kingdom would arise,· directly or indirectly, if
the Tribunal were to seek to resolve on the merits the matters raised.for.decision
by the parties.· It was not possible for the Tribunal to avoid this question by proceeding, as the parties had invited it to do, on the basis of an.agreement between
the parties regarding the status of the HawaiiaI?, Kingdom (paras. 9. Ja:9.3).
(3) The UNCITRAL Rules were essentially non-prescriptive and noncoercive ind provided for 'their variation. Although primarily dr:iwn up for
commercial contract disputes, they ,could be applied, to an agr~ement to arbitrate·a non'-contractual dispute if the patties so agreed,· as they had done.in the
present case (paras. 10.1-10.10):'
(4) The function ofinternational arbitral tribunals in cohtehtio'us proceedings
was to det\rmine disputes between the p_arties,not to m.ake abstract rulings. It
followed that, in order for the Jribunal _to proce~d, there had. to be a legal
dispute 'actually arising between ,the partie's,which·.yas i~ existence at the time
of the pr~)Ceedin:gs:
and ha~ not be~orrie/n9ot. It was nor the function of an
international arbitral tribunal to decide purely historical issues or con'troversies
bearin'g no relation t~ the rights a~d obligations of the 'parties' the time of the
decision'. It was' not 'sufficient that t!ie parties agreed that there was a dispute
between them (par3:s.,I L3: 11.7).
·
'··,, . ·,,
.
· . (5)It was a well:established principle that an· internai:iorial tribunal could not
de·cide a dispute if the Very subject m<l.tterof the decision Would be the rights
o(obligations of a _Statt;which was not party .to the .proceedings. Although
formulated in the context of proceedings between States in the International
Co_urtofJustice, the 'principle
of w1d~rapplic~tio~ 1 reflecting the consensual
basis of the juri9dic,tion of in~ernation~l tribunaJs, 'aiid it ~:3-sapplicable' in the
·
· · ·
·
present case (paras. H.8-11.24): · · --·
(6) There was no dispute between the parties on which the Tribunal could
adjudic3:tf If the dispute'was defined without reference to the actions of the
United Sti3.tesof America and 'the leg;;il,ityof its presence· iri ,H3:waii, it had
to be reduced fo a:n abstract question ..on:'which no real, justiciable dispute
existe9.,lf, on the other hand, the disp1;1tewas d~fined in'terms of whether the
respondenthad failed tb protect the .cl~imant, then it could not be determined
witho~t an evaluation of the lawfulness of th~ l!ni~ed States' .actions. which
were 'said to have given r_ise,to duty of protection. _In.that c~se, the actions of
the tJnited States of America would be the
subject matter of the dispute
(p~ra;.'i2.'I-12 ..19).· · ·
·
· .,...
·
· · ·,, · ' '
1
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I . The Parties
L 1 The ·claimant is Lance Paul Larsen, a resident of Hawaii. His
address is stated in the Notice of Arbitration of 8 November 1999 to be
PO Box 87, Mountain View, Hawai'i. The claimant was represented by
.
Ms Ninia Parks as counsel and agent. · · . . .
1.2 In the Notice of Arbitration ()[8 Nqyerriber l 999_'the respondent
is expressed to be "the Hawaiian Kingdom by 'its Council of Regency".

KINGDOM .
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Without prejudice to any questions of substance; the respondent will be
referred to in this award·as '·'the· Hawaiian Kingdom".·
'
· ·
·
1.3 The respondent is represente~ by Mr David Keanu Sai as a~ent,
by Mr Peter Umialiloa Sai as fir~t deputy agent and l;>yMr G_ary_Yictor
Dubin as second deputy agent and counsel. The ad_dress. of the respondent is stated
PO ~ox 2194, Honolulu, H~wai'i.
.. .. .
..

a~

·.···...·
2. AgreementtQ,4rbitrate
.-2.1 In Terms of Agreement expressed to be ~onduded ben:vee~ the
claimant and the Hawaiian Kingdom by its Council of Regen~y and executed on 30 October 1999 by Ms Parks, as attorney for the claimant; and
by Mr Dubin,· as attorney for the Hawaiian· Kingdom (the Arbitration
'
· '·
·
'
Agreement), it was agreed as follows:

at

was

u:HAWAIIAN

··I.

FUNDAMENTAL PROVISIONS

Article1

>r~~

1
iarties agree t~ ;~bmjt the f~ll~wing di~~u.teallege1 in ~he C91:1pI~int
for Inju.r:ictiv~'.Re_lieffil~d
on.August 4, 1999,.to fi:1al ~nd bm~mg.ar~1tra~10n
in accordance with the Pen;nanent Court, of ~bitrat1on Opt10nal .R~le,sfsr
Arbitrating Disputes betwee_n'fwo Parties of which Only One Is.a State, a~ I~
effect on the date of this agreement:
·' '
' .
'
a. Lance Paul Larsen, Hawaiian subj~ct, alleges that the 'Government of the
Hawaiian Kingdom 'is·in :continual violation :of its 1849 Treaty'_of Frien~ship, Commerce and Navigai:i'.fowith _theUmt:d ~tates of_Al_nenc~,a_ndm
violation of the principles of mternat1onal law laid [down] m the·:V1enn:1
Convention on the Law of Treaties, 1969, by allowing the unlawful impo~1tion of American municipal laws over claimant's person within the terr.itonal
. .
juris'diction· of the Hawiliian ~ingdorri.' ' . ' . . .. .
b. Lfoce Paul Larsen, a Hawaiian suhject,.'alleges. that the Government_ o.f
the Hawaiian Kingdom·is also in contimial 'violation of the principles of
international c~mity by allowing the unlii.wf~lirr_ip,osi6?n?f ~m':ri~a:1 muni,c}pal!a~s, ove~·the daimant's person wit~!.11the terntona! JUrIS~ICtlOn
9f
tlie Hawanan Kmgdom. .
..
. .
.
2. The Parties qmimit them~elves .t6 abide by t~e· cie~is1oriof the,Ar~itral
TribunaL

a

IL

ARBITRATION

, Article.2 .
1. TheArbitr~l Tribunal shall sit at the ;Pt;rinanent"Court of Arbitration, at
TheHague,th~Netherlands>'
·. :· · 1 • ·.' ·•••· .' • • ·: •
•
2. The Arbitral Tribunal shall consist of one arbitrator to be chosen by ~eom
Agard, Esq'., a Hawaiian national, who shall ~elect the Arbitral _Tri~unal~\1coriformity with Article 6, section 3 of the Optional R\lles for Arb1trat1~g Dispute~
between Two Parties of which Or.ily Oµe Is'a'State.
.· I •
· 3. The International Bureau of the Permanent-Court ofArb1trat10n at The
Hague shall act as a channel of communications between the parties and the

sq
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Arbitral Tribunal, and provide secretariat including; inter alia, arranging for
hearing rooms and stenographic or electronic recon;ls of hearings.
" Article3

. i, The k9itral Trilmµ.al i~ requested to provide rµling~ in two stages, in
accordance with Internationarlaw and Hawaiian Kingdom law.
2. The first stage shall result in: award on th·e verification· of the dominion
of the Hawaiian Kingdom. The Arbitral Tribunal. shall decide territorial
sovereignty in accordance with the principles, rules arid practices of international law applicable to the matter, and on the basis, in particular, of historic
' ·
··
·
·· ··
·
titles. · ·
3. The second stage shall result in an award of the dispute specified in section
1(a) and 1(b)ofarticle 1 above. The Arbitral Tribunal shall decide taking into account the opinion that it will have formed on questions of territorial sovereignty,
the Vienna Convention on the Law of.Treaties, 196.9,and any other pertinent
factors.
·
4. The Arbitral Tribunal can F.onsultexperts of its choice.

a~

2.2 By a Notice of Arbitration dated 8 November 1999 executed by
Ms Parks, expressed as made pursuant to Article 8 of the Ai::bitration
Agreement and addtesse'd td various·persons identified as members of the
Cou~cil o(~egency of the' Hawaiian Kingdom, the c~aimant requested
the )riitiatioii.6f<!,rbitral P,roceedings at "th,e faci~ities. of the f>ermanent
Court of Arbitration in The Hague". The.Notice of Arbitration was express.ed to b~ "a demand purs.uant to Article 3, Section 1 of the Permanent ·court of Arbitration Optional Rules For Arbitrati.p.g Disputes Between Two Parties OfWhich Only Orn; Is a Sta~e" (the Optional Rules).
2.3 In the Notice ofArbitration
the dispute was expressed in the
following tefms:
.
.
3. This dispute a~ises ~ut of the 1849 Treaty ~/Friendship, C9mmer~e and
Navigation, (hereinilfter refe,n:ed to ~s "the I:849 Treaty") which was signed
and ra'.tifiedby J:>oththe U,niied States of America an? the Hawaiian Kingdom
(A true and c;orr~ctcopy:of the 1849 Treaty is attachep ~eretci as "Exhibit 2").
The Cbin:iant in this case, Mr Larsen, a.lieges.ands1,1b_mit~
to ar~itration, that the
Hawaiian Kingdom is in continual violation of both the 1_849Tre~ty ,between
the Hawaiian Kingdom an~ the United States ?f}\meric~, and of international
law principles· as set forth in the Vienna Convention On The Law Of Treaties
(hereinafter referred to _as"the Vienna Convention") which was concluded in
Vienna on May 23, 1969 and ratified by the Hawaiian Kingdom onJuly 15, 1999
(true and correct copies of the Vienna Convention and the Hawaiian Kingdom's
Ratification of the Vienna Convention are-attached hereto as "Exhibit 3" and
"E~hibit 4" respectiv:ely)by <,lllqwingthe continued u,nlawful,imposition and
enforcement of American municipal lflWSwithin the territorial jurisdiction of
the Hawaiian Kingdqm. ., ,; ., ...
.
.
·
,
·
. 4. Mr _Lars.enhas. already served an illegally imposed jail sentence resulting
direcpy from th~ continued unlawful imp9sit,ion and enforcement of Arnei;ican
municipal laws within the Hawaiial} Kingdom. Mr Larsen is also currently facing more ja_i,ltime,for the samt'..re_asons.In order to avoid fusther jail sentencing,
'
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and in order to halt the continual imposition and .enforcement of American
municipal laws over himself, Mr Larsen hereby requests, as Claimant in.this
case, from the Arbitral Tribunal to be hereafte_r.convened .at :the Permanent
Court of Arbitration an award 1ntwo stages. In the first stage, Claimant requests
an award verifying the territorial dominion of the Hawaiian Kingdom. In this
first.stage, th~ Arbitral Tribunal shall decide _an~dete~mine th_e~errit~ri3:ldominion of the Hawaiian Kingdom·under all applicable mternat10nal pnnc1ples,
rules arid practices.
· · · ·
·
. . ' ·
·
5. In the second stage, Claimant requests an a~ard venfymg_ that the
Hawaiian Kingdom is in continual·viol~tion of the 18_49Treaty,_rr~nciples_of
international law set forth in the 1969 Vienna Convent10n and prmc1ples of mternational comity by allowing the unlawful imposition of American municipal
laws over, Claimant's person, within the territorial jurisdiction of the Hawaiian
Kingdom. As s~t forth in the saidArbitration Agreement, the Arbitral 1}ibunal
shall sit at the Permanent Court of Arbitration i_nThe Hague,_The Netherl~~ds.
2.4 Clause 6 of the Notice of Arbitration stated that the Arbitral
Tribunal should consist of one arbitrator to be chosen by Keoni
Agard, Esq., stated to be a Hawaiian national resident in Hawai'i (!he
Appointing Al~.thority). .
.
.
2.5 By an Amendment to the Special Agreement dated 28 February
2000 the parties agreed that the Arbitral Tribunal should comprise_th~ee
arbitrators, one to be chosen by each party through the Appomtmg
Authority with the two. arbitrators so appointed choosing the presiding
arbitrator.,': .
'
' .

3. Applicationefthe UNCITRAL Rules
3.1 Following a requisition made by the International Bureau of
the Permanent Court of Arbitration to the Appointing Authority on
3 December 1999, a First Amendment.to Notice of Arbitration of even
date, s1gned by Ms Parks on behalf of the c,:laimant and. by Mr Dl;lbi~
on behalf of the Hawaiian Kingdom, amended the Notice of Arb1.tration and the Arbitration Agreement by substituting the "UNCITRAL
Arbitration Rules As At Present In Force" (the UNCITRAL Rules) for
the PCA Optional Rules as the governing mles for the arbitration:
.
3.2 By a further Special Agreement made on 25January 2000, s1gp.ed
by Ms Parks on behal( of the ·claimant and. ~fr Sai as agent f9r .the
Hawaiian Kingdom, the parties agreed on several procedural matters
for the arbitration, including, under Article IV, confirmation that the
UNCITRAL Rules apply. .
·
.
. .
3. 3 Under Article II of the Special Agreement the issue to be determined in the ·arbitration was ~efined as follows:
The·ArbitralTribunal is asked to determine, on the basis of the Hague 8onventions IV and V ofl 8-0ctober 1907; and'the riiles and principles ofinternational
law, whether the rights of the Claimant under international law as a Hawaiian
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subject are being violated, and if so, does he have any redress against the
Respondent Government of the Hawaiian Kingdom?
' 3.4 Article·6 of the Arbitration Agreement further provided:

Mr Larsen's rights as an Hawaiian subj1c:ct
are.being violated under international
law as a result of the prolonged occupation of the Hawaiian Islands by the United
States of America.
Mr Larsen does have redress against the: Respondent Government of the
Hawaiian Kingdom; as.his government has obligations and duties to protect
the rights ofHawaiian subjects even in times of:war,and occupation: .

No~~ing i~·th.isA?reement can be inte.rpreted as ·being detri.~ental to the legal
pos1t10nsor the ngµts of eac~ farty with respect to the questions submitted to
the Arbitral Tribunal, nor can affect or prejudice the decision of the Arbitral
Tribunal or the considerations or grounds on which that decision is based.
.:i
!
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4. Constitutionefthe Tribunaland Secretariat
Services4.1 . In · April 2000 the Appointing Authority appointed each of
Dr Gavan Griffith QC and Professor Christopher J. Greenwood QC as
members of tht; Tribunal. After consultation, those two members of the
Tribunal jointly appointed Professor James Crawford SC as the President
of the Tribunal.
· 4) Tl).e appointm~nt of th.e Tribu~al. and the terms of that appointmerit »'.ere advised by the Appointing Authority to the Secretary of the
'Tribunal by letter of 28 May 2000. The parties acknowledged the constitution of the Trib~nal by their letter of 9 Jun~ 2000 tq the Perm~nent
Bureau of the.Permanent Court of Arbitration.
4. 3 rursuant to the agreement of th~ parties i~ claus~ · 6 ~f the
Arbitrat,ion Agreement, and as finally expressed in the Amendment to the
Special Agreement, the International Bureau of the Permanent Court
of Arbitration was appointed to provide secretariat services and facilities
for the arbitration. Ms Phyllis Pieper Hamilton, First Secretary of the
Permanent Court of Arbitration, has served as secretary of the Tribunal.

J. Pre-hea'ringProc'ed~ral
Issues
5.1 By their successive agreements the parties made rather detailed
provisions concerning procedural matters of the sort more commonly
directed by.procedural orders made by,an Arbitral Tribunal after consultation with the parties. In addition, the Tribunal pursuant to Article 15(l)
of the UNCITRAL Rules gave. a series of directions as to the procedure
··
·
to be followed.
·
-5.2 Pursuant to the terms of the agreement between the p;rties and the
Procedural Orders made by the Tribunal p~eadings were filed as follows:
·
Claimant's Memorial 22 May 2000;
Memorial Hawaiian Kingdom 25 May 2000;
. Claimant's Counter-Memorial 22June 2000; and
.
Hawaiian Kingdom's Counter-Memorial 22June 2000.
The pleadings were supported by a substantial number of anriexures,
including. many primary sources of the history of the Hawaiian islands.
5.3 The claimant's submissions in his Memorial requested the Tribunal to adjudge and. declare:

The claimant also asked the Tribunal "to. comment on what types 'of
redress" might be available to him. ·
, .· . ·. .· · ' . ·
.
5.4. Each of the Hawaiian Kingdom's, Memoria,l and CounterMemorial maintail).ed submissions that the Tribunal declare:
The Clai~ant's rights, as a Hawaiian subject, are being violated under irit~r,
national law;
The. Claim~nt does n~t have a right to redn,ss again~t the Hawaiiaµ. Kingdor1
Government for these violations; and
.
·..... .
. The P<)-rty
responsible for the violation ()fthe Claimant's r:ightsas a Hawaiian
subject is the Uniteci States Government.
.
.
5.5 In his Counter-Memorial dated 23 June 2000 the claimant enlarged on his response to the Hawaiian Kingdom's Memorial in the
following terms:
Chapter1
Issuesagreed
. uponbytheparties
.
.
Both parties have acknowledged that the rights of the Claimant are being violated under international law.
.
. Both parties have also acknowledged that the primary cause of these injuries
is the prolonged occupation of the Hawaiian Islands by the United States of
America.
Both parties have also acknowledged that the Respondent Government of
the Hawaiian Kingdom does have an obligation to protect the rights of the
Claimant, Mr Larsen, as a Hawaiian subject. Specifically the Government of
the Hawaiian Kingdom acknowledged that
The Hawaiian. Kingdom Gov~rnment .was.established by its sovereign to
acknowledge and protect the rights ?fits citizenry; This protection cq".ersthe
·
.·
acts of States at war wi_thi~the territory ofthe Ki~gdo!fl. ·
ChapterII
Issuein Dispute:
Liabilityfar Claimant'sinjuries ·
Respondent's
The primary issue in contention between the parties is that of the liability of
the ReJpondent Government of the Hawaiian Kingdom.towards the Claimant
with respect to his injuries.
As summarized in Claimant's Memorial, it is Claimant's position that the
Respondent Government of the Hawaiian Kingdom has a duty to protect
Claimant's rights as a Hawaiian subject, even in times of war and occupation.

,.1
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· .It is Claimant's position that a:lthough· the United States of America is primarily liable to the Claimant for his injuries, the Government of the Hawaiian
Kingdom can also be held liable for these injuries, to the extent that the Government of the Hawaiian Kingdom has not fulfilled its duty to protect Claimant's
rights·as a Hawaiian subject by preventing the United States of America from
imposing its laws (as a part of occupation) within the territory of the Hawaiian
· Kingdom.
.
· Claimant · acknowledges the many steps taken by the Respondent
Government of the Hawaiian Kingdom to end ·the unlawful' occupation of
the Hawaiian Islands by the United States of America. Unfortunately,· none of
these steps have successfully protected the rights of Claimant as a Hawaiian
subject fo:>mth~ c~ntinual denial of his nationality and imposition of American
·
..
laws over.his person.
Bec;ause the occupation of the Hawaiian Islands still continues, Claimant's
rights continue to be violated'. Until 'Claimant's rights are fully protected his
Go".'ernm~nt has not fulfilled it~ ol:>\igationstowards him.as Hawaiian subject.
Claimant now seeks redress against his Government because this obligation has
not been fulfilled. Claimant seeks to hold his G,civernment liable only to the
extent requested in the award requested by Claimant in his Memorial ..

a

!,1
"I

·:1
I

I

II
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ChapterIII
Clarification
as to awardr~quested
by Claimant
Claimant is NOT requesting mon.etary co\Upensati9n from the Government of
the Hawaiian Kingdom for his injuries in the award requested from the Arbitral
Tribunal. Claimant reserves his right at some'future date to.make a claim against
.
the United States of America for monetary damages.
Instead, Claimant seeks to force the hand of his government to intervene
or otherwise act to· successfully end .the unlawful occupation of the Hawaiian
Islands, and thus to end the denial of his nationality and to end the imposition
of American laws over his person.
·
.
·
Claimant has not requested an· award for ·specific performance from this
Arbitral Tribunal. Claimant ;has requested clarification as to whether he
can hold his own Government liable for the continual occupation of his
country.
If the Arbitral Tribunal issues an award 'that the Claimant is entitled to redress
against the Hawaiian Kingdom; ¢laimant will at that point consider his options
for seeking specific 'performance or some other remedy from Respondent. In
his Memorial, Claimant did request clarification of what types of redress are
available to him given such a ruling. It is Claimant's hopes that the Arbitral
Tribunal can recommend action to.be taken by the Government of the Hawaiian
Kingdom that will effectively protect Claimant's rights.

5'.6 Under Part '.2ofhis Cou.nter.-Mem·orial, the Claimant
submissions and task of the Court:
· ·

stated the

In ·view of the facts and arguments set forth in Claimant's Memorial, together
with the clarification of those arguments set forth in this Counter-Memorial.
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Mr Larsen requests the Arbitral Tribunal to adjudge and declare that
Mr Larsen's rights as.a Hawaiian subject ·are being violated under international law as a result of the prolonged occupation of the Ha~aiian Islands
by the United States of America.
.
.,
,. .
.
. Mr Larsen' does have redress against t.he Respond~nt Government of the
Hawaiian Kingdom, as hi~ government has obligations and dutie.s to protect
the rights. of H<,1waiiansubjects even in times of war ,~nd.occupation.
In the event of affirmation of these submissions, Mr Larsen further requests
from the Arbitral Tribunal any clarification on what types of redress are available
to him, specifically whether there is any way to· force the Government of the
Hawaiian Kingdom to take specific steps that will protect Claiman,t;s r~ghts.

5. 7 The Hawaiian Kingdom's Counter-Memorial
(at p. 15) requested
the Tribunal to make orders for interim measures that by their terms
clearly would affect the United States of America: · ·
·
The Unit~d States G~vernmept, to include the State of Ha'Y~i'.i as· its organ,
should take all measures at its disposal to ensure its compliance .with the 1907
Hague Conventions IV and V as they are applicable to the territorial dominion
of the Hawaiian Kingdom, and should inform the Secretary General ,of the
United Nations, or some duly authorized body, of all the measures which it has
taken in implementation of that Order.
Further, Article I of Special Agreement No 2 of2 August 2000 pn,)Vided:
Pursuant to Article 32(1) of the· UNCITRAL Rules, the Parties request the
Arbitral Tribunal to issue an Interlocutory Award, on the basis of the 1843
Anglo-Franco Proclamation of28 November 1843 and the rules and principles
of inter.national law, yerifying the continued existence of Hawaiian Statehood
with .the Hawaiian Kingdom as its government.
··
5.8 Special Agreement

No 2 also provided by Article IV:

The Interlocutory Award of the Arbitral Triburial as to the questions d/':scribed
in Article I shall be· final and binding on the Parties and shall be rn:ade public.
Upon the ·issuance of the Interlocutory Award the Parties agree to amend the
dispute as follows:
· ·
·
·
The Arbitral Tribunal is asked to determine, on the basis of the Hague
· Convention IV and V·of 18 October 1907, and the rules and principles
of,.international law, whether the Claimant has any redress against the
Respondent Government of the Hawaiian Kingdom?

6. ProceduralOrders
6.1 Following its constitution, · the Tribunal made two• Procedural
Orders prior to the exchange of pleadings.
.
to the parties' exchange of the pleadings
6.2 Jhe Tribvnal'responded
noted in para. 5.3 above by Procedural Order No ·3 of 17 July 2000,
which read as follows:
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Courseeftheproceedings
soJar .
. .
1. By an Agreement of 30 October 1999, the plaintiff, _Lance Paul Larsen,
through his a'ti:cirney,antl.'i:he'defendant, variously described as the "Hawaiian
Kingdoin'' or as "tne Government of the Hawaiian K~ngdom", through an
attorney, agreed to submit a dispute to final ·and binding\iibitration in accordance with the.Permanent Court of Arbitration Optional Rules for Arbitrating
Dispi.ttes 'between Two' Parties of which one only is a State·.. The dispute is
described in Article 1 of the Arbitration Agreement in the following terms:

1'

'

I
I

i.

'1
I
!!]

'

a. Lance Paul Larsen, a Hawaiian subject, all~gel,·that the' Government
of th~ Hawaiian Kingdom· is in continual violation of its . 1849. Treaty of
Frien.dship, Commerce ·and Navigation with the United States of America,
and in violation of the principles of international law laid [down] in the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 1969; by allowing ihe unlawful
imposition of American municipal laws over claimant's person within the
territorial jurisdiction of the .Hawaiian Kingdom. . , ·
.
b. Lance _PaulLarsen, a Hawaiian subject, alleges that the Government
of the Hawaiian' Kingdom is also in continual violation of the principles
'of international comity by allowing the unlawful imposition of American
municipal laws over the claimant's person within the territorial jurisdiction
of the Hawaiian Kingdom.
.
..
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The Agreement does not say what the defendant's position is.in relation to these
claims.
·
·· 2°.The Agr~e'ment specified that.the Tribunal is t6 sit at the Permanent Court
of Arbitrati.on in The Hague (Article 2(1)), that ~he Tribunal is to consist of one
person appointed by.Keoni Agard, Esq. (Article 2(2)), ~ndthat the Permanent
Court's Bureau is to act as the secretariat for the arbitratipn (Article 2(3)).
..: 3. Subsequently by. Sl,\CCessiveamendments, the parties. amended the
Arbitration· Agreement to provide (a) that the a,rbitration .should take place
under the UNCITRAL Rules and (b) that the Tribunal should consist of three
members. The Permanent Court agreed to act as the secretariat:for the arbitration. The appointing authority appointed as members Professor Greenw:ood
QC. and Mr Griffith QC, who by agreement between them nominated Professor Crawford SC as president. The parties su?s~quently confirmed that the
. . .. : ·.
Tribunal was thereby duly constituted.
4. Article 3 sets out the task of the Tribunal. The Tribunal is to decide in two
stages: the first to ,"result in an award on 'the verification of the dominion of
the Hawaiian. Kingdom", the second to ."result in an award of [sic]the dispute
specified in section I (a) and 1(b) ofarticlel above"; In the first phase, the Tribunal
"shall decide territorial sovereignty in accordance with .the principles, rules and
practices of international law applicable to the matter, and on the basis, in
particular, of historic titles".
5. It is necessary also to mention Article 6:
. Nothing-in this Agreement can be interpreted as being detrimental to the legal
positions or the rights of each Party with respect to.the questions submitted to
the Arbitral Tribunal, nor can affect or prejud~ce,the decision of the Arbitral
.'ti-ibt;nal or the considerations or g~ounds on which, t.h<!tdecision is based.
Whatever eise it may do, Article 6 clearly gives the Tribunal the normal range
of powers to decide upon "the considerations or grounds" for its decision,
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which must be -in accordance with international law and t~e UNCITRAL
Rules.
.
6. The parties subsequently filed Memorials and Counter-Memorial~
dated respectively 22 May 2000 and 22/23 June. These were· sul?ported by a
substantial number of annexes. The Tribunal has carefully considered these.
However, before proceeding to the substance of·the issues the parti_es_have
sought to place before it,· the 1:ribunal wishes to}~ise a ~~mbe: of ~rehm~nary
issues. In short, there are questions whether the dispute · identified m Article I
of the Arbitration Agreement is one which is capable of reference to arbitration
under the UNCITRAL Rules, or which the Tribunal has jurisdiction to decide
in accordance with international law. It does not matter that the parties have
failed to raise these issues. The Tribunal has the power to do ,so, by virtue
of Article .6 of the Agreement and Article 15(1) of the· Rules. Indeed the
jurisprudenc~ of international tribu~als suggests that it has the duty to do so.

Issuesfacing thepartiesin termsefthe UNCITRAL Rules
7. Under the UNCITRAL Rules, legal disputes between the. parties to a
· ~ontract are submitted to arbitration as between those parties, leading to an
award which should be enforceable u~der relevant national laws in accordance
with the general system for rec~gnition and enforcement ofinternational a~bitral
awards. It is a cardinal condition for international arbitration (a) that the dispute
is a legal one, and (b)that the Tribunal only has jurisdiction as between the parties
to the contract of arbitration.
8. Article 1 of the Rules provides that they shall apply "[w]here the partie~ to
a contract have agreed in writing that disputes in relation to that contract shall
be referred to arbitration under the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules". On the
face of the pleadings, however, it appears that the dispute referr~d to arbit:ation
is not a dispute "in relation to a contract" between the part~es, o: a dispute
that .relates to any other contractual or quasi-contractual relationship between
them, or that it falls within the field of "international commercial relations"
referred to in the preamble to the United Nations General Assembly resolution
which adopted the Rules (General Assembly resolution 31 /98, 15 December
I 976). There is therefore a preliminary question whether the dispute identified
in Article I of the Agreement is an arbitrable dispute under the Rules. ·
9. As further defined ih 'the pleadings' of the parties, especially the CounterMemorials, the plaintiffhas requested the Tribunal to adjudge a~d decla:e (1)
that his rights as a Hawaiian subject are being violated ~?der mternat10nal
law as a result of the prolonged occupation of the Hawanan Islands by the
United State~' of America, and (2) that the plaintiff "does have redress against
the Respondent Government" in relation to these violations (Plaintiff's CounterMemorial, para. 3). The·defend~nt "agrees that it '_Vasthe ~cti~msof~he Unite~
States 'that violated Claimant's nghts, however deme.s that it failed to mtervene
(Defendant's Counter-Memorial, para. 2). Accordingly the parties agree on the
first of the two issu·es identified by the Claimant as in dispute,. but disagree on
the second, The second issue only arises once it is established, or validly agreed,
that the first issue is to be decided in the affirmative.
·
IO. On this basis the Tribunal is concerned whether the first issue does in
fact raise a dispute between the parties, or, rather, a dispute ~e~een each o~the
parties and the United States over the tre.atment of~he plamt~ffby the {!mted
States. If it is the latter, that would appear to be a dispute wlpch tpe !nbunal
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cannot determine, inter alia because the United States is not a party to the
agreement to arbitrate. The Tribunal notes in this regard that the respondent
has.sought interim measures of protection against the United States (Defendant's
Counter-Memorial, para. 60). The Tribunal lacks jurisdiction to award interim
meas_ures against non-parties. Moreover the mere fact that such a request is
made suggest~ that t~e re~!-disp~te w~ich the pa~ties have sought. to bring
before the Tnbunal 1s a dispute mvolvmg that' third party. There 1s thus a
further preliminary question whether the Tribunal has jurisdiction over the first
question submitted to it.
11: While the second question is one between the parties to the arbitration,
that second question arises only if the Tribunal answers the first question in
the affirmative. The Tribunal cannot proceed on the basis of an assumption or
hypothesis regarding the first question. If the parties are inviting the Tribunal
to do so, then it will be necessary to consider whether the Tribunal is, in fact,
faced with a legal dispute within the meaning of the UNCITRAL Rules.

Issuesfacing thepartiesin termsefinternational
law
12. Similar problems appear to a'.riseunder international law, in accordance
with which the Tribunal is instructed to decide this case (cf. Article 33(1) of
.the Rules). Under international law, the jurisdiction of a non-national tribunal
depends on consent and is limited to the parties.
13. Moreover under international law, there is a general principle that a
non-national tribunal cannot deal with a dispute if its very subject matter
will be the rights or duties of an entity not a party to the proceedings, or if
as a necessary preliminary to dealing with a dispute _it has to decide on the
responsibility of a third party over which it has no jurisdiction: see Caseconcerning
Certain
MonetaryGoldremovedfromRome,IC] Reports1954 p. 12;[9l Caseconcerning
East Timar,
PhosphateLands on Nauru, IC] Reports1992 p. 240/ 01 Caseconcerning
IC] Reports1995 p. 90Y' 1 The International Court ofJustice has also held that,
under international law, a tribunal c'annot deci~e a·case which is hITiothetical
or moot: see Case·concerning
NorthernCameroons,
IC] Reports1963 p. 12. 121
The approachefthe Tribunal
14. In accordance with Article 15(1) of the Rules, the parties must have a
full opportunity to d_ealwith these questions before the Tribunal proceeds to
consider them furt\i.er, or to reach any conc_lusion on them. The pleadings
currently before the Tribunal do not co1!sider these questions.
15. The Tribunal believes that the parties should have an opportunity to
decide whether they wish to undertake a separate round of pleadings on those
que~tions, and if so, whether these can be confined.to written pleadings or should
include an oral phase. If the parties do not wish to engage in a separate round
of pleadings, the Tribunal is presently of the view that it should then proceed to
consider these issues as preliminary issues and to.make an award thereon.
16. The Tribunal accordingly gives the parties until 7 August 2000 to present,
jointly or separately, their views on the procedure that should now be followed.
If the parties wish to engage in a preliminary round, the Tribunal has in mind
the following schedule of pleadings:
The plaintiff to file a written statement by 30 September 2000;
The defendant to file a written statement by 14 November 2000.
'[' 21/LR399.J
.
11
[
105 !LR 226.)

[ '° 97 !LR I.]
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The Tribunal in light of those statements would then,· if the parties so request,
be prepared to hold a short' oral phase in The Hague, before issuing an order
or award on the question of itsjurisdiction and of the admissibility of the claims
presented.

6.3. In summary, P~ocedural Order No 3 ra~sed issues pursuant
to Article 6 of the .Arbitration Agreement and Article 15(1) of the
UNCITRAL Rules, as to:
,,

.

.

'

(1) the applicability of the UNCITRAL Rules to a non-contractual
dispute;
(2) whether there is a justiciable dispute between the parties; and
(3) whether the United States is a necessary p~rty to any such dispute.
6.4 Following the delivery of the Tribunal's Procedural Order No 3
the parties entered into Special Agreement No 2 of 2 August 2000 and
sought to raise a preliminary issue to be determined by the Tribunal in
the following terms:
Pursuant to Article 32(1) of the UNCITRAL Rules, the Parties request the
Arbitral Tribunal to issue ari Interlocutory Award, on the basis of the 1843
Anglo-Franco Proclamation of28 November 1843 and the rules and principles
of international law, verifying the continued existence of Hawaiian Statehood
with the Hawaiian Kingdom as its government.

6.5 The Tribunal responded to the making of Special Agreement
No 2.with its Procedural Order No 4 of 5 September 2000, which re3cd
as follows:
.
I. In its Procedural Order No 3, the Tribunal identified a number of issues
which in its view are preliminary to any consideration of the merits of the
dispute between the parties.The Tribunal gave the parties until 7 August 2000
"to present, jointly or separately, their views on the procedure that should now
be followed".
2. On 2 August 2000 the parties entered into "Special Agreement No 2".
The central provision of that Agreement is Article I, which provides a_s_follows:

Pursuant to Article 32(1) of the UNCITRAL Rules, the Parties request
the Arbitral Tribunal to issue an Interlocutory.Award, on the basis -of the
1843 Anglo-Franco Proclamation of28 November 1843 and the rules and
principles of international law, verifying the continued existence ofHaw<!,iian
.Statehood with the Hawaiian Kingdom as its government ..
3. The Tribunal set out in its Order No 3 the questions which, in its·view, are
raised before it can proceed to the merits of the dispute. The issue identified in
Article 1 of Special Agreement No 2 is not one of these. Rather it appears to be
a reformulation of the first substantive issue identified as being in dispute.
4. It is not open to the parties by way of an amend~ent ~o the Special Agreement to seek to redefine the essential issues, so as to convert them into "interim"
or "interlocutory" issues. In accordance with Article 32 of the UNCITRAL
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Rules, and with the general principles of arbitral procedure, it is for the Tribunal
to determine which issues need to be dealt with and in what order ..For the reasoi:isalready give'n, the Tribunal cannot at this stage proceed to the merits of the
dispute; these merits include the question sought to be raised as a preliminary
issue by Article I. If the ar,bitration is to proceed it ts first necessary that the
preliminary issues identified in its Order No 3 should have· been dealt with.
5. If the parties are not content with the submission of the dispute to arbitration under the UNCITRAL Rules and under the auspices of the Permanent
Court of Arbitration, they may no doubt, by agreement nqtified to the Permanent Court, terminate the arbitradon:. What they cannot do, in the Tribunal's
view, is by agreement to change the essential basis on which the Tribunal itself
is constituted, or require the Tribunal to act other than in accordance with the
·
,
·
·
.
applicable law..
6. For these reasons the Tribunal reaffirms its Order No 3. The issue of the
continuing existence of "Hawaiian Statehood with the Hawaiian Kingdom as
its government". is an issue for the merits if and to the extent that the Tribunal
holds that it has jurisdiction to proceed to the merits. If the parties wish the
preient arbitration to go forward, they should proceed to an exchange qf written
pleadings on the issues referred to in Order No 3.
. 7. The Tribunal accordingly gives the parties until 25 September 2000 to
agree a pleading schedule for a preliminary round, as envisaged in Order No 3.
In default of such an agreement, the Tribunal will itself determine that schedule,
or make such o~her order as may be appropriate in resp~ct ,ofthe proceedings.

6.6 By letter dated 11 September 2000 addressed to' the Secretary
of the Tribunal, the parties elected to respond to the matters raised in
Procedural Order No 4 with th.e claimant to file a Reply by 30 September
2000 and the Hawaiian Kingdom to file a Reply by 14 Nove~ber 2000.
The parties requested hearings for argument on the preliminary issues
at the Peace Palace in The Hague.
6. 7 The claimant's Reply of 30 September 20.00 shortly addressed
the procedural issues raised by Procedural' Orders Nos 3 and 4. The
Hawaiian Kingdom's Reply of 14 November 2000·was'more discursive. Part 1 contained a useful summary of the Hawaiian Kingdom's
contentions as to the underlying factual circumstances, dividing its consideration between the historical status of the Hawaiian Kingdom before
1898 and after 1898, when its transfer to administration by the United
States of America was effected. Part 2 responded to the issues raised by
Procedural Order No 3.
6.8 The parties to the arbitration also established ari Internet site at
www.alohaquest.com/arbitrati,on
that enables open access to many of the
documents in the arbitration.

1:
I

7.· The Hearings
7:1 By theirletter of 20·0ctober 2000 the parties jointly notified the
Secretary of the Tribunal to cop.firm the ora~ hearings were to be held on
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7 8 11 and 12 December 2000 at the Peace Palace. At the hearings the
p;r;ies were represented as noted in para. 1 above. A complete transcript
was taken of the hearings that ran as follows:
7 :December 2000
8 · December 2000
11 December 2000

Submissions by claimant
Response by Hawaiian Kingdom
Reply by claimant followed by Reply by
Hawaiian Kingdom!

7 .2 For the reasons stated by the Tribunal in Procedural Orders Nos 3
and 4, the hearings were directed to resolve the issues identified by !he
Tribunal as n·ecessary to be considered prior to the Tribunal makmg
any relevant findings of fact o_r.
other determination on the merits of the
matters raised by the parties.
·
·
7 .3 This consideration of preliminary issues requires the Tribunal to
have some regard to the parties' contentions as to the relevant historical
and.other facts enlarged upon in the Memorials, Counter-Memorials,
Replies and the comprehensive annexes and materials to t~10sepleadings. Chapter 2 of the Hawaiian Kingdom's Reply contams a ~seful
summary of the. factual circumstances that are expanded ~pon m the
earlier exchange of pleadings arid annexes. Althoug? the T~ibun~l cannot make any relevant findings of fact as part of its considerat10n of
preliminary issues identified for determination ~t this sta~e in the_pr?ceedings, the Tribunal has had regard to the ent1rety of this matenal m
its consideration of these preliminary issues.
7.4 A perusal of the material discloses that in the nineteenth century
the Hawaiian Kingdom existed as an independent State recognized as
such by the United States of America, the United Kingdom and various
other States, including by exchanges of diplomatic or consular repres~ntatives and the conclusion of treaties. On 6 July 1898, Joint Resolution
No 55 was passed by the United States House of Representatives and
Senate to provide for the annexation of the Hawaiian Islands to ~he
United States . .This followed an uncompleted process of annexat10n
attempted during the administration of President Grover Cleveland in
1893. These matters can be seen from the following documents, which
are annexed to this Award:
• the text of President Cleveland's message to the Senate and House of
Representatives dated 18 December 1893 (Annexure l);
.·
• the text of Public Law No 103-140 of the 103rd Congress, approved
by President Clinton on 23 November 1993 and expressed as a joint
resolution "to acknowledge the 100th anniversary of the January 17,
1893 overthrow.of the Kingdom of Hawaii, and to offer an apology. to
the native Hawaiians on behalf of the United States for the overthrow
. of the Kingdom of Hawaii" (Annexure 2).

i
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an adaptation of the UNCITRAL Rules, adopted by the Administrative
Council in 1993 to provide for. an extended reach of the Permanent
Court's facilities beyond the arbitration of disputes between two
States.
· 8.8 In the preserit case, p.owever, the International Bureau, having regard to the evident likelihood that the continuing status of the Hawaiian
Kingdom after 1898 would or might be an issue, declined to allow the
arbitration to be conducted under its auspices except on the basis that it
was conducted under the UNCITRAL Rules. This requirement was
expressed· in the First Secretary's communication to the Appointing
Authority on 3 December 1999 (see para. 3.1 above). On this footing
the claimant executed the First Amendment to the Notice of Arbitration, -and the parties subsequently concluded the Special Agreement of
25 January 2000. The arbitration having been conducted on this basis, the Tribunal considers that the question of the potential scope of ·
the Optional Rules does not arise. In its view there is neither occasion nor.need to accede to the parties' request to apply· the Optional
Rules.

8.1 I~ the Terms of Agreement of30 October 1999 (above, para. 2.1)
the parties agreed to refer the dispute to arbitration under the Permanen~
Court's Optional Rules for Arbitrating Disputes between Two Parties of
which Only One is a State. As described above (para. 3), the arbitration
proceeded by agreement under the UNCITRAL Rules.
8.2 The question whether the Optional Rules were available to the
present parties in respect of the dispute identified in the Notice of
Arbitration was nonetheless discussed before the Tribunal.
8.3 Paras. 19 and 20 of the claimant's Reply maintained a preference for the PCA Optional·Rules to apply. At the hearing, however the
claimant's counsel indicated·(Transcript, p .. 4) that the claimant w~uld
submit to the decision of the Tribunal as to the applicable rules.
· 8.4 Paras. 120 and 127_ofthe respondent's Reply also expressed a preference for the PCA Optional Rules to apply, and invited the Tribunal
with the consent of the parties, to proceed under those Rules. At the hear~
_ing(Transcript, pp. 80-1) the claimant's counsel invited the Tribunal to
apply the PCA Optional Rules on the basis that the Tribunal then would
first be required to address the issue whether the Hawaiian Kingdom was
presently a State within the meaning of the 1899 and 1907 Conventions
and the PCA Optional Rules. Whilst accepting that the matter could
proceed under either the Optional Rules or the UNCITRAL Rules
Mr Dubin submitt~d that t~e issue of the. st~tus of the· Hawaiian King~
dom could be considered either as a prehmmary matter or as an issue
postponed to the merits.
·
·· · ·
,
'
.
·
· 8.5 An initial difficulty (which arises also under Article 1(1) of the
UNCITRAL Rules).is that the dispute in question arose independently
of _any contract_ between the parties and concerned obligations said to
exist by reference to the status of the parties and not their contractual
relatio_ns.Given-the facilitative character of the Optional Rules, however,
the Tnbunal accepts that it is possible for disputes arising independently
of a contract to be referred to arbitration under those Rules. In this respect the concluding phrase of Article 1(I) of the Optional Rules ("subject
to such-modifications as the parties may agree in writing") is pertinent.
8.6 More difficult questions arise in cases where it is doubtful whether
_either of the parties to a dispute submitted to arbitration under the
Optional Rules is a State or State entity, and afortioriwhen the status of
a party as a State is at the core of such a dispute.
· 8. 7 In the exercise of its mandate to facilitate arbitration the
~ermanent Court has made itself avail_ableas an administering body
m a much. wider range of cases than· those covered by' the Conventions of 1899 and 1907. 13 Indeed,. the Optional Rules are themselves

9.1 · This does not however mean that the status of the respondent,
or its identification as the Hawaiian Kingdom, ceases to be an issue
for the Tribunal. On the contrary, the issue of the status of the Hawaiian Kingdom would arise, directly or indirectly, if the Tribunal were to
seek to resolve on the merits the matters raised by the parties for· decision under the Arbitration Agreement. This is so; quite apart from
the matters raised in Procedural Order No 3, because the Tribunal
would have to consider, interalia, the question whether the respondent
constitutes "the Hawaiian Kingdom as represented by its Council of
Regency". This issue is the subject matter ·of arguments made in the
respondent's Memorial. Moreover it is riot suggested that the dispute
identified in the Notice of Arbitration or in the Special Agreement of
25'Jaimary 2ooo·would arise if the respondent were not the entity referred to as the "Hawaiian Kingdom", or if the persons identified as
the "Council of Regency" were not entitled to represent the Hawaiian
Kingdom.
9.2 The parties sought to avoid this difficulty by stipulating as between
them on the status of the respondent. According to the pleadings, the issue
of the continuing existence of the Hawaiian Kingdom was agreed to by
the parties.as a matter not in dispute. In outline, the position of the parties
was that, once recognized as such, a State would continue indefinitely

" See_ 1899 Convention for the Pa~ific Settlement of International Disputes, Art. 21; 1907
Convention for the Pacific Settlement oflnternational Disputes, Art. 42. These provisions appear

to contemplate a broader role for the Permanent Court than the resolution of interstate disputes;
at least, the Permanent Administrative Council must have so considered, interalia in adopting the
Optional Rules.

9. The StatuseftheHawaiianKingdomas Represented
by its Council
efRegenr;y:Relationto thePreliminaryIssues

•.

•
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during a period of annexation by another State. This agreed position
would call for careful examination by the Tribunal in the context of the
merits, having regard interalia to the lapse of time since the annexation
subsequent political, constitutional and international developments, and
relevant changes in international law since the 1890s. Whatever may
have been agreed between the parties, this issue would appear to underlie,
or to be presupposed by, any determination of the merits of the dispute
which the Tribunal might be·called on to make. · :
·
9.3 At the hearings, counsel for each party accepted·that these issues
of status, both for the purposes of the procedure of the arbitration as
well as for the purposes of the determination of the substantive dispute,
should be postponed, and that the Tribunal should first consider the three
preliminary issues identified in Procedu_ral Order No 3 (see Transcript,
pp: 137-8, 145, 150-1, 160-1).
.
9.4 Accordingly, the Tribunal turns to consider the three preliminary
issues identified in Procedural Order No 3. For the reasons set out above
the Tribunal has not found it necessary for the purposes of the presen~
Award to consider or determine whether the Hawaiian Kingdom may
be accepted as a party represented by its Council of Regency in these
proceedings. Still less has the Tribunal found it necessary to consider
whether for the purposes of international law the Hawaiian Kingdom
may be regarded as continuing to exist.
., 9.5 The three preliminary issues raised by Procedural Order No 3 are
as follows: ·
(a) the applicability of the UNCITRAL Rules;
(b) whether there is a justiciable dispute between the parties; and
(c) whether the United States is a necessary party to such dispute, with
the consequence that the Tribunal lacks jurisdiction over the dispute
in its absence.
9.6 In its consideration of these issues the Tribunal has had regard to
the entirety of the pleadings and their annexes, referred to in para. 5.2
above, and. particularly to the parties' Replies and annexes referred to in
para. 6.6 above.The '.Tribunal appreciates the constructive and thoughtful submissions made by the parties, which have helpfully informed the
Tribunal's considera~ion 9f the~e matters ..
10. Applicationefthe UNCf.'TRALArbitration.Rules
10.1 As already noted; the Arbitration Agreement was amended to
substitute the UNCITRALArbitration
Rules (the UNCITRAL Rules)
for the PCA Optional Rules. Thereafter the Tribunal was constituted
and the proceedings continued under the UNCITRAL Rules.
10.2 In their Special Agreement No 2 of 2 August 2000 the parties
sought to raise a preliminary issue in the following terms:
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ArticleI ,Requestfor Interlocutory
Award
P~rsuant to. Article 32(1) of the UNCITRAL Rules, the Parties request the
Arbitral Tribunal to issue an Interlocutory Award, on the basis of the -1843
Anglo-French Proclamation of28 Nove_mber 18~3 and the rules and_principles
of international law, verifying the continued existence of the Hawanan Statehood with the Hawaiian Kingdom as its government.

10.3 As noted in para. 6.5 above, the Trib1mal responded with its Pros
cedural Order No 4 of 5 September 2000. This reaffirmed Procedural
Order No 3 and stated tha~ the parties should address the preliminary
issues·tqere raised, including the applicability of the UNCITRAL Rules
to a n~n-contri:lctual arbitration. The matter was a~cordingly addressed
in the :written pleadings and in oral argument. . .
.
10.4 Article 1 of the UNCITRAL
Rules
provides
that:
. .
1. Where the parties to a contract have agreed in writing that disputes in
relation to that contract shall be referred to arbitration under the UNCITRAL
Arbitration Rules; then such disputes shall be settled in accordance with these
Rules subject to such modification.as the parties may agree in writing.
2. These 'Rules shall govern the arbitration except that. where any of these
Rules is in conflict with a provision of the law.<1;pplicableto th~ ?,rbitration from
which the parties cannot derogate, that prov1S1onshall prevail.

10.5 The Tribunal observes that neither the UNCITRAL Rules nor,
· for that matter, the UNCITRAL Model Law oflnternational Commercial Arbitration (the Model Law) has any effect as such in international
law. The Model Law applies only when it is enacted as the domestic· law
of a State to apply ·as the law of that State to international comm~r~ial
disputes. When so enacted, parts of the Mod.el Law have prescnpt1ve
local application; but many provisions may be subject to variation _or
exclusion by the parties: The UNCITRAL Rules are even less prescriptive. They stand as a'convenierit set of rules that parties·may agree·to
apply to the arbitration of a dispute. The UNCITRAL Rules have beeri
adapted to become the rules of various arbitral institutions, including
by the Permanent Court of Arbitration. Parties to a dispute or an arbitration agreement also are· able further tci adapt the terms of the Rules,
expressly or by implication, for the purposes of their proceedings.
·
10.6 Hence the issue of the applicable rules is not dispositive of the
consideration and determination of this dispute:'.Arbitration is dependerit
upon the consent of the parties, given either before or after a d~sp~te~rises
between them. This consent includes agreement as to what mst1tut10nal
or other procedural rules are to apply. The parties may agree to arbitrate
under the auspices of the Permanent Court of Arbitration by reference
14
This may be compared with Article 7(1) of the UNCITRAL Model Law, which refers to
disputes. arising be~een.·the parties to an arbitration agreement "in respect of a defined legal
relationship, whether contractual or not".
· ·
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to other agreed rules, including the UNCITRAL Rules as a standard
form of arbitral rules. ·
10.7 The Tribunal raised the issue of the application of the
UNCITRAL Rules in tqe context of its concerns as .to the prelimin;ry
issues identified in Procedural Order No 3. When regard is had to the
non-prescriptive and non-coercive nature of the UNCITRAL Rules
as a standard regime available for parties to apply· to resolve disputes
between them, however, there appears no reason why the UNCITRAL
Rules cannot be adapted to apply to a non-contractual dispute. For
example, the parties could agree that a dispute as to tort, or occupier's or
environmental liability rriight be determined in an arbitration applying
the UNCITRAL Rules. Moreover 'they could so agree in relation to
a dispute which had already arisen independently of any' contractual.
relationship between them. In this manner the parties to an arbitration
may specifically or by implication. adopt or apply the UNCITRAL
Rules to any dispute.
.
. 10.8 Further, although the UNCITRAL Rules were primarily drawn
for the purposes of the arbitration of contractual disputes between parties
or corporations, a State entity, or a State itself, may become a principal party to an agreement to arbitrate subject to UNCITRAL Rules.
A State may agree- to arbitrate under the UNCITRAL Rules before or
after a dispute arises. Indeed, State parties commonly agree to apply
the UNCITRAL Rules, modified as may be appropriate, to disputes
that they have agreed to _arbitrate with a non-S.tate party. ln,the context
of international arbitration this .often enough occurs in disputes over
procurement or "build, operate and transfer" co9tracts and other transactions involving a State and a non-State foreign party.
10.9 In their final submissi.ons the parties accepted that the
UNCITRAL Rules enabled the parties,to put their .case and contentions
on the preliminary issues as much as if they had invoked the PCA
Optional Rules, and that there was no prejudice arising to. the position of eitp.er party from the continued application of the UNCITRAL
Rqles (see Transcript, pp. 135, 145-6).
..
..
·
10.10 For these reasons the :Triqunal approaches the issue of the
applicable rules on the basis.tha.t the UNCITRAL Rules may be applied
to an agreement to arbitrate a i;ion-contractual dispute, including a dispute where one of the parties is:or is said to ..be a, State. The Tribunal
fings that. the parties to this arbitration effectiyely haye agreed to apply
the UNCITRAL Rules with such necessary adapt~tions as arise from t.he
terms of the Arbitrc:1-tion,
Ag~eement and the nature of the issues referred
to arbitration.
1i. JusticiableDisputeandNecessaryPartiesIssues

11.1 The Tribunal turns to the second and third issues·raised .in Procedural Order No 3, namely ~hether the ple~dings and oral submissions
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disclose a justiciable dispute between the p·arties to the proceedings
and whether the United States was a necessary party to any such
dispute.
11.2 A primary argument of the· parties was that these principles are
inapplicable in the present proceedings and are binding, if at all, only
on the International Court or other tribunals exercising jurisdiction in
State to State matters. Before considering how these principles apply to
the circumstances of the present case, it· is accordingly necessary to ask
whether they are applicable at all.

(a)Requirementefa disputebetweentheparties
11.3 The first such principle is derived from the fact that the function· of international arbitral tribunals in contentious proceedings is to
determine disputes between the parties, not to make abstract rulings. It
follows that if there is no dispute between the. parties the tribunal cannot proceed to a ruling. There are several aspects to this principle. The
dispute must be a legal dispute, i.e. one as to the respective rights and
obligations of the parties. It must also be one actually arising between
the parties at the time of the proceedings and not one which has become
moot so that any decision given would be devoid of purpose. It is not the
function of an international arbitral tribunal, whose· decision is enforceable by legal process as between the parties, to decide purely historical
issues or controversies which bear no relation to the legal rights and obligations of the parties at the time. of the decision. And this is true whatever symbolic significance or effect may be-attributed to those historical
issues.
11.4 This principle was recognized by the International Court of
Justice, for example, in its judgments in the Northern Cameroonscase
(RepublicefCameroon
v. UnitedKingdom),IC] Reports1963, p. I 5l15l at pp. 27,
38, and the East Timorcase (Portugalv. Australia),IC] Reports1995, p. 90l 16l
at pp. 99-100, para. 22. Although the CoUrt in those cases found that
there was a dispute between the parties, it is clear that, had it not come
to·i:hat conclusion, it would have held that there was no basis for _the
exercise of its jurisdiction.
11.5 Moreover, in the Northern Cameroonscase, the Court held that
the dispute had become moot so -that a decision would no longer serve
any useful purpose: IC] Reports1963 at p. 38. The dispute in question
there concerned whether. the United Kingdom had been legally justified
in adminis"tering the Northern Cameroons (part of the trust territory
of British Cameroon) in administrative union with the British· colony
and protectorate of Nigeria. The difficulty was that, after a United
Nations-supervised plebiscite, the people of the Northern Cameroons
had opted for union with Nigeria rather than Cameroon, and their decision had been accepted by the General Assembly which had decided to
. [ " 35 !LR 353.]

[ '" 105 !LR 226.]
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terminate the trusteeship. In the circumstances, any legal dispute as to the
circumstances of the administration of the territory prior to the termination of the trusteeship could no longer have any effect on the relationship
betweeµ the United Kingdom and the-Republic.of Cameroon.
. 11.6 There isno reason, in the Tribunal's view, wtiy these rules should
not also apply to the present proceedings. The requirement of a· dispute
between the;parties is explicit in the UNCITRAL Rules, Article 1(1),the
terms of which·are set out in para. 10.4 above. It may be noted that the
position is the same under the PCA Optional Rules, Article 1(1)..
11.7 For these reasons the Tribunal holds that it must be satisfied
that such a dispute exists. For that purpose it is not sufficient that the
parties to the arbitration .both claim that there is a dispute between
them. ,The nature of the arbitral function requires the Tribunal carefully
to scrutinize. the submissions of the parties in order to ensure thatthey
doi~ fact, disclose the existence of a dispute and to decline to exercise
jurisdiction ifit is.not satisfied on that score.·

parties-the Monetary Gold principle
(b) Necessary
1 LS .The second principle is· that an international tribunal cannot
decide• a dispute· between·the parties before it if the very subject matter
of the decision would be the rights or obligations of a State which is not
a party to the proceedings. .
·
11.9.This principle is likewise well established in the jurisprudence of
the International Court of Justice. In the MonetaryGoldcase, IC] Reports
1954, p. 19/'l the Court was faced with proceedings instituted by Italy
against France, the United Kingdom and the United States of America
concerning a, consignment of monetary gold looted by German forces
from Rome. in 1943. -The gold was held by the Tripartite Commission
c·ons~ituted by the three Respqndent ·.St;ites.An arbitrator· had already
advised.the three. respondents that the gold ·had been the property ·of
the National Bank of Albania. The three 'States. had,agreed that they
would deliver.the-gold to the United Kingdom (in partial satisfaction of
the judgment of the International Court in the Co:fa Channelcase, IC]
Reports1949, p. 4,1'8l awarding the United Kingdom damages against
Albaniawhich Albania had not paid).unless Italy or Albania made an
application to the International Court. Italy made such an .application,
Albania did not. In its application, Italy maintained that Albania had incurred international responsibility towards Italy.as•a result of an allegedly
unlawful act and that Italy was entitled to the .gold as reparation for that
act. Italy-fur:ther argued that her. claim to the gold should take priority
over any claiin by the United Kingdom.
· .
··
.
. 11.10 The ·Court held that the entire case raised by the· application
centred around a claim by Italy against Albania:·
, ....
11
[
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In order, therefore, to determine whether Italy is· entitled to receive the gold,
it is necessary to determine whether Albania has committed any international
wrong against Italy, ·and whether she is under an 'obligation to pay compensation to her ... The Court cannot decide such a dispute without the consent
of Albania: ·But it'is not contended by any' Party that Albania has given her
consent in this case either expressly or by implication. To adjudicate upori. the
international responsibility of Albania without her consent would>run counter
to a well-established principle oLinternationaL law embodied in the Court's
Statute, namely, that the Court can.only ,exercise.jurisdiction over a State with
it~ consent. IC] Reports 1954, p. 19 at p. 32.
1

'!

•

J

The Court went on to say that the ~ere fact that a State not party to
the proceedings might be affected by the de.cision of the Court was not
enough to '.preclude the exercise of jurisdiction. The decisive factor was
that,''Alqania's legal interests would not only be affected by a decision,
but would fm;-mthe very subject matter of the decision" (p. 32).
11.'U This· test has been repeated by the.Court.in subsequent decisioi:is
such as MilitaryActivitiesin andagaiffstNicaragua,
IC] Reports1984, p. 43 l,1'9l
para 88; Land, Island and MaritimeFrontierDispute(El Salvador/Honduras),
IC] Reports1990, p. 116,r201 para. 56, PhosphateLandsin Nauru, IC] Reports
1992, p. 240r211 at pp. 258-62, paras. 48-55 and East Timoi, IC] Reports
1995, p. 9or22l at pp. 102~5, paras. 28-35. While the Court reached dif~
ferent decisions in these cases, each of these judgments repeats the test
la1d down in the MonetaryGoldcase. rz3i
·
11.12 The Nauruand the Edst Timarcases are particularly pertinent. In
the present proceedings the Tribunal put a number of questions regard~
ing these· cases to the parties an9 invited their.submissions. Extensive
d1scussion of the relevant issues er:isued. .
11.13 In the Nauru case, the Court rejected an Australia~ preliminary
objection based on the MonetaryGoldprinciple. Australia had argued that
the Court could not exercise jurisdiction· over Nauru's claims regarding
the administration of Nauru by-Australia during the period when Nauru
had been a United Nations trust territory, because any decision would
necessarily affect the rights of New Zealand a:nd the United Kingdom
who were not parties to the proceedings. Australia based its argument on
the fact that it had administered Nauru on behalf of itself, New Zealand
and the Un1ted Kingdom. The Court held, however, that this was not
case in which the rights of the two. States would be the "very subject
matter 1' of the Court's decision. The' Court stated that:
·

a

In:the present case, a finding by the Court regarding the existence· or the content
ofihe responsibility attributed to Australia by Nauru might well have implications for the legal situation of the two other States concerned but no finding if!
[ !' 76 'JLR I.]
22
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respect of that legal situation-will be needed as a basis for the Court's decision
on Nauru's claims against Australia. Accordingly, the Court cannot decline to
exercise its jurisdiction. IC] Reports 1992, p. 240 at pp. 261-2, para. 55.

Justice explained in the MonetaryGoldcase (IC] Reports1954, at p. 32)/ 24l
an international tribunal may not exercise jurisdiction over a State unless that State has given its consent to the exercise of jurisdiction. That
rule applies with at least as much force to the exercise of jurisdiction in
international arbitral proceedings. While it is the consent .of the parties
which bririgs the arbitration tribunal into existence, such a tribunal, particularly one- conducted under the auspices of the Permanent Court of
Arbitration, operates within the general confines of public international
law and, like. the International Court, cannot exercise jurisdiction over
a State which is.not a party to its proceedings.
.
11.18 Mr Dubin, who argued this part of the case for the respondent,
endeavoured to persuade the Tribunal that the International Court's
for:mulatiori of the MonetaryGoldprinciple was unsatisfactory. Reasoning
by analogy with the approach adopted by national courts, in particular
those of the United States, he contended that, instead of asking whether
the interests of a non-party constituted "the very subject matter" of the
decision whic;h the Tribunal was asked to give, the Tribunal should ask
whether there was a substantial risk of prejudice to the absent State. He
contended that there was no risk of prejudice in the present case, since
any award given by the Tribunal would be binding only on the parties.
11.19 The Tribunal has given careful thought to this argument. It is
not, however, ·persuaded that it should apply a test different from that
laid down in the Monetary Gold case and subsequent decisions of the
International Court. There are several reasons for this.
11.20 First; the Tribunal considers that the test which has been applied
by the International Court of Justice is the correct one. Analogies with
the ·position in national laws are not persuasive iri this context. The
principle of consent, which is fundamental to the jurisdiction of inter~
national tribunals, is largely irrelevant in determining the scope of jurisdiction of a national court. In addition, national courts generally enjoy
the power to join third parties as parties to the proceedings, a power:
which this Tribunal lacks. The principle of consent in international law
would be violated if this Tribunal were to make a decision at th<;core of
which was a determination of the legality or illegality of the COI).ductof a
non-party.
11.21 Secondly, it is clear from the decisions of the International Court
ofJustice,. particularly the passages in the MonetaryGoldand Nauru cases
which are set out above, that the Court has rejected.a "prejudice" test in
favour of the "ve_rysubject in'atter test". Although there is no doctrine of
binding precedent in international law, it is only in the most compelling
circumstances 'that a tribunal charged with the application of international law and governed by thatlaw should depart from a principle laid
down in a 'longline of decisions of the International' Court of Justice:
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_11.14In the East Timor ,case, Portugal brought proceedings against
Australia regarding a treaty concerning the exploitation of the continental shelf which Australia had concluded with Indonesia in respect
of the territory of East Timor. East Timor, a Portuguese colony, had
been occupied by Indonesian forces in 1975 and Indonesia had purported to annex the territory. Portugal claimed that 'Australia's act in
concluding the treaty with Indonesia, providing for exploration and exploitation of natural resources between the coasts of East ..Timor and
Australia, violated the right to self-determination of the East Timorese
people. Australia objected that the Court could not decide the case without determining the. legality or illegality of the Indonesian· occupation
and could not do that in the absence oflndonesia. This tirrie, the Court
upheld Australia's objection, holding, by fourteen votes to two, that the
case came within the MonetaryGoldprinciple.
: 11.15 The Court stated that ...
Australia's behaviour cannot be assessed without first entering into the question
why it is that Indonesia could not layVfullyhave concluded the 1989Treaty, while
Portugal allegedly could have done so; thr very subject matter of the Court's
decision would necessarily be a determination whether, having regard to the
circumstances in which Indonesia entered irito and remained iri East Timor, it
could or could not have acquired th~ po~er ·to enter into treaties on behalf of
East Timor relating to the resources of its continental shel( The Court could
not make such' a determination in the absence of 'the consent of Indonesia.
IC] Reports 1995, p. 90 at p. 102, para. 28.
·

J 1.16 At the invitation of the Tribunal, the parties addressed the issue
whether the MonetaryGoldprinciple applies to arbitral proceedings and,
if so; what were. the limits of that principle. Each party suggested that the
MonetaryGoldprinciple should be regarded as confined to proceedings
in the International Court of Justice and not as extending to arbitral
proceedings of a mixed. character, although neither party developed this
argument in any detail.
. 11.1 7 In assessing this argument, it. needs to be stressed that, in accordance with the agreem~nt betwe~n the parties, the Tribunal is called
on to apply international law to a dispute ofa non-contractual character
in which the sovereign rights of a State not a party to the proceedings
are dearly called in question. The position in contractual disputes governed by sorrie system of private law and involving the rights of a third
party might conceivably be different. But in proceedings such as the
present, the Tribunal is not persuaded that the MonetaryGoldprinciple
is inapplicable, On the contrary, it can see no reason either of principle
or policy for applying any different rule. As the International Court of
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11.22 For the claimant, Ms Parks submitted that the Tribunal should
not be deterred from exercising jurisdiction as between the parties on
account of a concern for the rights of the United. States of America
becau~:' as sh~ ~ut it; the United· States of America had no rights i~
Ha_wa~1.~~t this 1s·to confuse t~e substantive law with the law relating
~o Junsd1c~10n. As the International Court ofjustice explained in its
Judgment m the East Timorcase, even where the substantive law at issue
coi:sists ·of rights ergaomnes_
(i.e. rig?ts which can be asserted against the
entire world rather than nghts which can be opposed to only one·other
party) such as the right of self-determination, that did not affect the
· ·.
·
jurisdiction of the Court:
. . ·..the. Court co~side;s that the ergaomnes.character of a nor~ and the rule
of cons<;nt,to jurisdiction ~re two different things. Whatever the nature of the
obligations invoked, the Court could not rule on th~ lawfulness of the conduct
ofa State when its judgrnent would imply an evaluatio~ of the lawfulness of the
conduct of another S(ate whicli ·is not a party to the case. Where this is so, the
Court cannot act, even if the right in question is a right ergaomizes.IC] Reports
)995, p. 102, para. 29.

More.over, it may .be noiiced that throughout its jurisprudenc~ on the
MqnetaryGoldprinciple, the Court refers to the "legal interests", not the
"rights" of the absent State..
·
1 L23 It follows that, ev~n if (for the sake of argument) one were to
accept Ms Parks' premise that the Unite.cl States -of America has no
rights in Hawaii·, the Tribunal can neither decide th~t ·question, nor
proceed on. the assumption that it is correct. The Tribunal cannot rule
on the lawfulness of the, conduct of the respondent Jnthe present case
if the decision would entail or r_eq.uire,as a necessary foundation for
the. decision between the p~rties, an evaluation of the lawfulness of
the conduct of the United States of America, or, indeed, the conduct
of any other State which is not a party to the proceedings before the
Tribunal.
·
11.24 The Tribu~al notes, for the sake of comple,teness, th~t there
may well be exceptions to the MonetaryGoldprinciple. For example, if the
legal finding against an absent third party could be taken as given (for
exampl.e, by reason of an authoritative decision of the Security Council
on_th~ P?int), the principle may well not apply.25 It is .alsopossible that the
prmc1ple does ~ot apply where the finding involving an absent third party
1smere~y_a~~dmg of fact, not entailing or requiring any legal assessment
or quahficat10n of th,:tt party'~ conduct or legal position. In the present
case, ~m":'ever,the partie~ _didnot seek to rely on any possible exc~ption to
the pnnc1pl~, and m particular they accepte.d that the Tribunal was called
on to do more ~han investigate purely factual issues: see.below, para. 13.3.
25
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In East Timor, the Court rejected Portugal's argument that, at the time the Treaty of 1989

was concluded, the unlawfulness oflndonesia's administration of the territory was a "given" in this
sense. IC] ReportsI 995, p. 90 at p. I 04, para. 32 [I 05 !LR 226].
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12. ApplicationeftheRequirements
for 'aDisputeandNecessaryParties
in thePresentProceedings
12. l For these reasons, it is nece~sary for the Tribunal to determine~

(a) whether there is a legal dispute between the parties to the present
proceedings; and, if so
(b) whether the Tribunal can make a decision regarding that dispute
without the interests of a State not party to the proceedings forming
the very subject matter' of that decision. .
.
.
The two questions are closely related and fall to be considered together .
12.2 The Tribunal considers that, as originally pleaded by both parties,
the case did not disclose a dispute in respect of which the Tribunal
could exercise ju~isdiction. This conclusion is obvious if ohe considers
the formal submissions of the parties: In the.claimant's Memorial, Part 3,
the claimant asks the Tribunal to adjudge and declare that:
I

Mr Larsen's rights as a Hawaiian subject are being violated under international
law as a result of the prolonged occupation of the Hawaiian Islands by the
United States of America.
Mr Larsen does, have redress against the Respondent Govern.ment of the
Hawaiian Kingdom, as his government has obligations and duties to protect
the rights of Hawaiian subjects even in 'time~ of war and occupation.

The resp~ndent's Memorial, P: 117, asks the Tribunal to adjudge and
declare that:
The Claimant's rights, as a.Hawaiian subject, are being violated under international law;
The Claimant does not have a right to redress against tqe Hawaiian Kingdom
Government for these violations; and
. .
The party responsible for these violations ·of the claima~t's· rights, as a Hawai.
ian subject, is the United States Governme_nt. . .
'.

....

12.3 In his Counter-Memorial, Chapter III, the claimant sought to
clarify the purpose of the proceedings as follows:
·
.
··
Claimant is NOT requesting monetary .compensation from _theGovernment of
the Hawaiian Kingdom (or his injuries.~n the award requested from the Arbitral
Tribu.nal. Claimant reserves his right at ~ome future.date to make a claim against
.
the United States of America for monetary damages. . ·
Instead, Claimant seeks to force the harid ·of his government to intervene
or otherwise act to successfully' erid the' unlawful occupation of the Hawaiian
Islands, and thus to end the denial of his nationality and to end the imposition
of American laws over his person.
·

12.4 As noted in para. 5.9 above, in its Counter~Memorial at p. 15,
the respondent requested the Tribunal to indicate interim measures of
protection in the following terms:

ii
I'
i
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The United _States Govern~en~, to include the ~tate of Hawai'i as its organ,
should take all ~easures at its disposal to ensure its compliance with the 1907
Hague Conv~_ntlons_
IV and Vas they are applicable to the terr:itorial dominion
of t_heHa"".am~n Kmgdom, and shou_ld inform the Secretary Gel).eral of the
Umted Nations, or some duly authorized body, of all the measures which it h
taken in implementation of that Order.
as

The Acting Council of Regency of the Hawaiian Kingdom has an obligation
and a responsibility under international law, to take steps to protect Claimant's
nationality as a Hawaiian subject, and that
Because the ActingCouncil of Regency of the Hawaiian Kingdom has failed
to adequately protect Claimant's nationality as a Hawaiian subject, it is liable
to the Claimant for redress of grievances.
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12 .5 As pleaded, the entire case clearly raises questions about whether
there was a real ?ispute betwee~ the parti,e~, as opposed to a dispute
be_tween the pa~tles and the. Umted States of America. It also clearly
ra1~ed the quest101:whet?er th_eTribunal could give a decision without
rulmg_on the legality or illegality of the conduct of the United States of
Amenca. It was these con~erns 'Yhich led the Tribunal (o issue Procedural
Order No 3. .
.
,.·
12.6 As noted in para. 6.4 above, and in order to avoid the need for
the Tribunal to hear argument on the issues raised in Procedural Order
No 3, the initial reaction of the parties to Procedu~~l Order No 3 was to
amend the Special Agreement submitting the dispute to arbitration in the
terms of Special Agreement No 2. This course ofaction did not, however,
remove the ~rib~nal's concerns regarding· the requirement of a dispute
and the applicat10n of the Af!onetaryGoldprinciple. Although the parties
may, by agreement, determme the extent of thr Tribunal's jurisdiction
as ben:veen the~selves, they canno~ th.ereby ~ntitle, let ·a~on.ecompel,
the Tnbunal to ignore the fundamental reqmrements of mternational
la': that there must be a rral dispute between the parties q.nc;lt~at the
'!'nbunal must not make a decision which evaluates the legality of the
conduct of a State not party to the proceedings. The Tribunal made
that cl~ar i1: its Procedural Order No 4 (para. 6.5 above). The parties
co!11pli_ed
with that Order and submitted fresh pleadings on the points
raised m Procedural Order No 3;
12. 7 Having heard the arguments of the parties, the Tribunal considers that, had the case rerhairied as pleaded before the. Tribunal adopted
Procedural Order No 3, there is no doubt that the MonetaryGoldprinciple
wou~d have precl~d~d the exercise of jurisdiction. T.he pleadings ofboth
parties expressly mv1ted the Tribunal to decide that the United States of
~erica
had acted_unlawfully and, indeed, the respondent sought intenm measures agamst the United States of America. It was also difficult
to s~e that, as originally pleaded, there ~as a real dispute between the
parties. At ~ny rate, any such dispute concerned only the consequences
for the parties of a legal situation, involving intimately the rights of a third
~tat~, on wh~ch the parties were not in dispute with each other but were
m dispute with that third State. In other words, t_hegist of the dispute
s1:1bm~tted
to the Tribunal was a dispute not between the parties to the arb1trat10n agreei:nent but a dispute between each of them and a third party.
12_.8In !he ~1ghto~Procedural Order No 3, each party amended the
way m w~1ch 1t put its case. In his Reply, para. 39, the claimant asked
the Tribunal to adjudge and declare that:
.· · .
·
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This request was maintained by' Ms Parks in her dosing submissions at
the hearing (Transcript, p. l 3Q).
12.9 The respondent's Re?ly, para. 134, concluded that:
The purpose of this case as it pertains to the parties, is to achieve a better understanding as to.the relationship between the Claimant and the Respondent:
But on a broader level, this case can seive to clarify an understanding to assist
in providing harmony between nationals and their governments. Any award
which might come from this case is not going to be enforced by national courts.
However, this does not mean the findings and conclusions will not have persua:
sive effect iI?,other ipternational proceedings, in which the history and status of
the Hawaiian Kingdom may become an issue.' Indeed, by doing its work here,
the Tribunal may be able to add immeasurable insight, within the context of
law, in related decision-making processes as it relates to the Hawaiian Kingdom.

12.10 The parties developed these submissions during the hearings.
The Tribunal is grateful to counsel for the careful way in which they
developed their arguments and formulated the dispute as each party
saw it. Nevertheless, the Tribunal is compelled to find that in the present
case there is no' dispute between the parties on which this Tribunal can
adjudicate without falling foul of the MonetaryGoldprinciple.
12.11 If the dispute is defined without reference to the actions of the
United States of America and the legality of its presence in Hawaii, it has
to be reduced to an abstract question about whether the resporident has
a duty to protect the claimant.' There is, however, no dispute between
the parties on that question.
12.12 It is clear from the pleadings that the parties are agreed on the
following propositions:

1. Hawaii was not lawfully incorporated into the Un1ted States of America at any time;
2. Therefore the Hawaiian Kingdom still exists as a matter ·of international law;
·
·
3. The claimant is a national of that Kingdom;
4. The respondent is entitled and required to act on behalf of that Kingdom; and
5. The respondent therefore has a duty of protection in respect of the
claimant.
There is no dispute between the parties in respect of any of these propositions.
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12.13, At the hearing the agent for the: Hawaiian Kingdom submitted
(Transcript, p: 59), in terms with which the claimant concurred, that:

reinforces the fact that if there is a dispute between the parties, it is one
which cannot be decided by the Tribunal without falling foul of the rule
in MonetaryGold['GJ
and East Timar.[27l
.
•
12.18 There is also a more fundamental problem. The claimant's
claim that the respondent has failed adequately to protect himis based
upon the assumption that, contrary to the position under United States
law. and wh,.i.tappear to be the view~ of other Statys, the Hawaiian
Kingdom has never been lawfully incorporated into the. United States
of America and remains an independent State iri international law. The
Tribunal was impressed by the obvious sincerity with which thi~ position
was advanced by counsel for both parties. However, as it has already
stated, in the absence of the United States of America, the Tribunal can
neither decide that I;Ia:-vaiiis ~10tpart of th~ USA, nor proce{'.d 01:the
ass_umption tpat it is not, To take either course would be to disregard a
principle which goes to heart of the arbitral function in international law.
12.19 The Tribunal therefore concludes that there is 1.nthe present
case. no dispute bern-:eenthe p,arties on which the Tripunal can rule.
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.. : the present iss·uebefore the Tribunai' is not a co~tentious case between the
parties. .
"
.
. .
.
'.

.. 12.14 An identifie<;ldispute between the parties pnly emerges in respect
of whether the respondent has discharged its duty of protection towards
the claimant. lnother worps, the dispute, ift~t;re is one, relates.to the consequences for the parties of the five propositions identified in para. 12.12
above,_in terr.ns of the "duty, of protection" thereby stipulated. This cannot, however, be ,.i.qdressedunless the Tribunal.first determines that there
is something against which.the respondent-should have acted to protect
the claimant. Yet when one looks at what the claimant demands that the
respondent protect him against; one is inevitably. and inexorably forced
back to allegatidns regarding the acts of the United States 9f America. If
there is a dispute between the claimant and the respondent, it concerns
whether the respondent has fulfilled what·both parties maintain is its
duty to protect the ciaimant, nof in the ;_thstrac;tbut against the acts of
the United States of America as the occupant of the Hawaiian islands.
Moreover, the 1.Jnited States' actions of which the claimant claims to be
the victim would not give rise to a duty of protection in international law
unless they were themselves unlawful in international law.
12 .15 .It .follows .that the Trib~nal c_annot det.ermine whether the
respondent has failed·to discharge its obligations to~ards the claimant
without ruling on the legality of the acts qf,the United States of America.
Yet that is precisely what the Monetary.Goldprinciple precludes the Trib~nal from doing. As the International Court f:Xplained in,the East Timar
case, '.'the .Court could not rule on the lawfulness pf the conduct of a State
whe~. its judgment would imply ari evalu~tion .of the lawfulness of the
conduct of another State which is not a party to the case". (!CJ Reports
1995, p. 90, para. 29). ,
.
. .
.
.
12.16 At the hearings, counsel for the claimant sought to avoid
this conclusion by submitting that the claimant's arguments that the
respondent had failed in its duty towards him was. not confined to a
claim that the respondent should have protected him against the United
States of America. She maintained that other States have p,lsorefused to
acknowledge his status as ''a national of the Hawaiian Kingdom" and
have treated him in a manner which calls for )action on the part of the
respondent. She ,pointed, in particular, to the ·refusal of the Netherlands
to recognize the claimant's travel documents, its insistence on treating
him as a United States citizen and its.consequent refusal to allow him to
enter the .Netherlands on any other basis.
12 .1 7 The Tribunal considers, however, that the reference to the conduct of other States which are not parties to the proceedings merely
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13. Fact-finding
Enquiry
13.1 At one stage of the proceedings the question was raised whether
some of the issues which the parties wished to. present might not be
dealt with by way of a fact-finding process. In addition to its role as a
facilitator of international arbitration and conciliation, the '.Permanent
Court of Arbitration has various procedures for fact-finding, ·both as
between States and otherwise. 28
13.2 A request that the Tribunal should reconstitute itself as a factfinding commission would have raised. a number of issues. A new compromis or agreement would presumably have been required. More fundamentally the. question w<;mldhave been raised wh~ther at least some
of the objections _toth~· admissibility of arbifral proceedings, discussed
above, would not a:lsoapply to· a fact:.finding commission.
The Tribunal notes that the interstate fact-finding commissions so far
held under the auspices of the Permanent Court of Arbitration have
not confined themselves to pure questions of fact but have gone on,
expressly or by clear implication, to deal with issues of responsibility for
•
•
·
those fads. 29
13.3 However that may be, it emerged in the 'course of argument that
there was ·no essential· question of fact as to the· situation of the parties

.

.

[" 21 /LR:399.]
[ 105 !LR226.J
Part III of each of the Hague Conventions of 1899 and 1907 provides for -International
Co_m,missionsoflnquiry. The P9A has also adopted Optional Rules for Fact-finding Commissions
DisputesbyMeansofInquiry(OUP, London,
oflnquiry. See N. Bar-Yaacov; The HandlingofInternational
1974).
.
·'
.
.
.
29
See e.g. the report on the Red Crusaderincident: (1962) 35 !LR 485.· ·
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or of the Hawaiian islands which is in dispute. The parties accordingly
did not press the issue of a possible fact-finding commission, and the
questions identified in the preceding paragraph do not therefore arise.

with the emergency and a statement of the considerations which have
governed my action.
I suppose that-right and justice should determine the path to be followed in treating this subject. If national honesty is to be disregarded and
a desire for territorial extension, or dissatisfaction with a form of government not our own, ought to regulate our conduct, I have entirely misapprehended the mission and character of our Government and the behavior which the conscience of our people demands of their public servants.
When the present Administration entered upon its duties the Senate
had ·under consideration a treaty providing for the annexation of the
Hawaiian Islands to the territory of the United States. Surely under our
Constitution and laws the enlargement of our limits is a manifestation of
the highest attribute of sovereignty, and if entered upon as an Executive
act, all things relating to the transac.tion should be clear and free from
suspicion. Additional importance attached to this particular treaty of annexation, because it contemplated a departure from unbroken American
tradition in providing for the addition to our territory of islands of the
sea more than two thousand miles removed from our nearest coast.
These considerations might not of themselves call for interference with
the corripletion of a treaty entered upon- by a previous Administration.
But it appeared· from the documents accompanying the treaty when
submitted to the Senate, that the ownership of Hawaii was tendered
to us by a provisional government set up to succeed the constitutional
ruler of the islands, who had been dethroned, and it did not appear
that such provisional government had the sanction of either popular
revolution or suffrage. Two other remarkable features of the transaction
naturally attracted attention. One was the extraordinary haste-not to
say precipitanty-characterizing
all the transactions connected with the
treaty. It appeared that a so-called Committee of Safety, ostensibly the
source of the revolt against the constitutional Government of Hawaii,
was organized on Saturday, the 14th day of January; that on Monday,
the 16th, the United States forces were landed at Honolulu from a naval
vessel lying in its harbor; that on the 17th the scheme of a provisional
government was perfected, and a proclamation naming its officers was
on the same day prepared and read at the Government building; that
immediately thereupon the United States Minister recognized the provisional governmentthus created; that two days afterwards, on the 19th
day of January, commissioners representing such government sailed for
this country in a steamer especially chartered for the occasion, arriving
in San Francisco on the 28th day of January, and in Washington on the
3rd day of February; that on the next day they had their first interview
with the Secretary of State, and another on the 11th, when the treaty
of annexation was practically agreed upon, and that on the 14th it was
formally concluded and on the 15th transmitted to the Senate. Thus
between the initiation of the scheme· for a provisional government in
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14. Costs
14. l' The parties agreed on the terms for the costs of the ·arbitration
in the Arbitration Agreement, and no orders for costs were sought by
either party.
.

Award
For the reasons stated above, the Tribunal determines as a matter of
international law, which it is directed to apply by Article 3( 1) of the
·
Arbitration Agreement:
(a) that there is no dispute between the parties capable of submission to
arbitration, and
(b) that, in any event, the Tribunal is precluded from the consideration
of the issues raised by the parties by reason of the fact that the United
States of America is not a party to the proceedings and has not
conseqted to them.
Acco~dingly, the Tribunal finds that these arbitral proceedings are not
maintainable.
[Report: Not yet published]
ANNEXUREl
'

'

President Cleveland'~ message to the Senate and House of
Representatives dated 18 December 1893
Message

Tothe.Senateand HouseefRepresentatives:
In my recent annual message to the Congress I briefly referred to our
relations with Hawaii and expressed the intention of transmitting further
information on. the subject when additional advices permitted.
Though I am not able now to report a definite change in the actual
situation, I am convinced that the difficulties lately created both here and
in Hawaii and now standing in the way of a solution through Executive
action of the problem presented, render it proper, and expedient, that
the matter should be referred to the broader authority and discretion of
Congress, with a full explanation of the endeavor thus far made to deal
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Hawaii on the 14th day of January and the submission to the Senate
of the treaty of annexation concluded wi~h such government, the en_~ire
interval was thirty-two days, fifteen of which were spent by the Hawanan
.
. .
Commissioners in their journey to Washington.
In the next place, upon the face of the papers submitted ~1th the
treaty, i~.clearly appeare<:1th~t there was open and undetermme_d an
issue of fact of the most vital importance. The message of the President
accompanying the treaty declared th_at"the overthr?,w of t~e monarchy
was not in any way promoted-by this Government :.and m a_letter to
the President from the Secretary of State, also subm_1ttedto the ~:nate
with the treaty, the following passage occurs: "At the ~~e the prov1s1onal
government took-possession of the Government buildmgs no troops ?r
officers of the-United States were present or took any part whatever m
the proceedings. No public recogniti~n_was acc?rded to the provi~ional
government by the United.States M1~uster unt~ after the Queens abdication and when they were in effective possess10n of the G~wern~ent
buildings, the arc?ives, th_e treasury, the barracks, }he pohce stat10n,
·and all the potential.machniery of the Government. But _aprotest also
accompanied said treaty, signed by~he Queen and her m1~1sters a~ !he
time she made way for the· prov1s1onal government: which exphc1tly
stated that she yielded to the superior force of the Umted States, whose
Minister had caused United States troops to be landed at Honolulu and
declared that he would support such provisional government. _.·
. The truth or falsity of this protest was sure~y of the first ~mportance. If true, nothing but the concealment of its truth could mduce
our Government to negotiate with the semblance of a gov~rnment thus
created nor could a treaty resulting from the acts stated m the protest
have be~n knowingly deemed worthy of consid:ratio~ by the Senate. Yet
the truth or falsity of the protest had not been mvest1gated.
I conceived it to be my duty therefore to withdraw'the treaty from the
Senate- for examination, and meanwhile to cause a~ accurate, ful~, and
impartial investigation to.be made of the_~actsatten_dmgthe su~v~rs10nof
the constitutional Government of Ha wan, and the mstallme?t m 1~spl~ce
of the provisional government. I selected for the ~ork of_mvest1gat1on
the -Hon. James H. Blount, of Georgia, whose serY1ceof eighteen years
as a member of the House of Representatives, and whose expenenc_e
as chairman of the Committee of Foreign Affairs in that body, ~nd _his
consequent familiarity with international topics, joined ~ith his ~1gh
character and honorable reputation, seen_iedto render. ~1m p~cuh~rly
fitted for the duties entrusted to him. His report detailmg his actlo~
under the instructions given to him and the conclusions derived from his
investigation accompany this message.
.
.
These conclusions do not -rest for their acceptance ent1rely upon
Mr Blount's honesty and ability as a man, nor up?n his acum~n and
impartiality as an investigator. They are accompamed by the eVIdence
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upon which they are based, which evidence is also herewith transmitted,
and from which it seems to me no other deductions could possibly be
reached than those arrived at by the Commissioner.
,
The report with its accompanying proofs, and such other evidence as is
now before the Congress or is herewith submitted,justifies in my opinion
the staten_ientthat when the President was led to submit the treaty to the
Senate with the declaration that ."the overthrow of the monarchy- was
not in any way promoted by this Government", and when the Senate
was induced to receive and discuss it on that basis, both President and
Senate were misled.
The attempt will not be made in this communication to touch upon
all the facts which throw light upon the progress and consummation of
this scheme of annexation. A very brief and imperfect reference fo the
facts and evidence at hand will exhibit its character and the incidents in
which it had its birth.
_ It ~sunnecessary to set forth the reasons which inJanuary, 1893, led a
considerable proportion of American and other foreign merchants and
traders residing at Honolulu to· favor the annexation of Hawaii to the
United States. It is.sufficient to note the fact and to observe that the
project was one which was zealously promoted by the Minister represen~ing the_United States in that country. H_eevidently had an ardent
des1re that 1t should become a fact accomplished by his agency and during his ministry, and was not inconveniently scrupulous as to the means
employed to that end. On the 19th day of November, 1892, nearly two
months before the first overt act tending towards the subversion of the
Hawaiian Government and the attempted transfer of Hawaiian territory to the United States, he addressed a long letter to the Secretary
of State in which the case for annexation was elaborately argued, on
moral, political,. and economical. grounds. He refers to the loss to the
Hawaiian sugar interests from the operation of the McKinley bill, and
the tendency to still further depreciation of sugar property unless some
positive measure of relief is granted. He strongly inveighs against the
existing Hawaiian Government and emphatically declares for annexation. He says: "In truth the monarchy here is an absurd anachronism. It
has nothing on which it logically or legitimately stands. The feudal basis
on which it once stood no longer existing, the monarchy now is only an
impediment to good government~an obstruction to the prosperity and
progress of the islands."
He further says: ''As a crown colony of Great Britain or a Territory of
the United States the government modifications could be made readily
and goo1-administration of the law secured. Destiny and the vast future
interests of the United States in the Pacific clearly indicate who at no
distant day must be responsible for the government of these islands.
Under a territorial government they could be as easily governed as any of
the existing Territories of the United States." ... "Hawaii has reached the
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parting of the ways. She must now take the road which leads to Asia, or the
other which. outlets her in America, gives her an American civilization
and binds her to the.care of American destiny." He also declares: "One
two courses seems to me absolutely necessary to-be followed, either bold
and vigorous measures. for annexation or a 'customs union,' all ocean
cable from the Californian coast to Honolulu, Pearl Harbor perpetually
ceded to the United States, with an implied but not expressly stipulated
American protectorate over the islands .. I believe the former to be the
better, that which will prove much the more advantageous to the islands,
and the cheapest and least embarrassing in the end to the United States.
If it was wise for the United States through Secretary Marcy thirty-eight
years ago to offer to expend $1 Q0,000 to secure a treaty of annexation, it
certainly can not be chimerical or unwise to expend $100,000 to secure
annexation in the near future. To-day the United States has five times the
wealth she possessed in 1854, and the reasons now existing for annexation
are much stronger than they were then. I can not refrain from expressing
the opinion with emphasis that the golden hour is near at hand."
· These declarations certainly show a disposition ani::lcondition of mind,
which may be usefully recalled when interpreting, the.significance of the
Minister's conceded acts or when considering the probabilities of such
conduct ori his part as may not be admitted..
..
. .
· ·
In this view it seems proper to also quote from a letter written by the
Minister to the Secretary of State on the 8th day of March, 1892, nearly
a year :prior to the first step taken toward annexation. After stating the
possibilitythatthe existing Government of Hawaii might be overturned
by an orderly and peaceful ·revolution, Minister Stevens writes as follows: ''Ordinarily in like circumstances, the rule seems to be to limit the
landing and movement of United States forces in foreign waters and
dominion exdusively to the protection of the United States legation and
of the lives and property of American citizens. But as the re,lations of the
United States to Hawaii are exceptional, and in former years the United
States officials here took somewhat exceptional action in circumstances
of disorder, I desire to know how far the present Minister and naval commander may deviate from established international rules and precedents
in the contingencies indicated in the first part of this dispatch." .
_ To a minister of this temper full of zeal for annexation there seemed to
arise injanuary, 1893, the precise opportunity for which he was watchfully waiting-an opportunity which by timely ".deviation from established international rules and precedents" might. be improved to successfully accomplish the great object in-view; and we are quite prepared
for the exultant enthusiasm with which in a letter to the State Department dated February 1, 1893, he declares, "The Hawaiian pear is now
fully ripe arid this is the golden hour for the United States to pluck it."
As a further illustration of the activity of this diplomatic representative,
attention is called to the fact that on the day the above letter was writteri,
apparently unable longer to restrain his ardor, he issued a proclamation

whereby ''!_nthe name of the United States" he assumed the protection of
the Ha~anan Island~ a?d declared that·said action was "taken p·ending
and subject to negotiations at Washington". Of course this assumption
of a p~utectorate w~s promptly disavowed by our Government, butthe
American flag r~mamed over the Government building at Honolulu and
the forces remamed on guard until April; and after Mr Blount's arrival
on the scene, when both were removed
·
. A ~rie! statement of the occurrences ·that led ~o the subversion of the
constit1:1t10nalGovernment of Hawaii in the interests of annexation to
the Umted States will exhibit the true complexion of that transaction;
· On Satu~day, January 14, 1893, the Queen ofHawaii, who had been
contem~l~ti~g the proclamation of a new constitution, had, in deference
to the wisli.es and remonst~ances_ of ~er cabinet, renounced the project
f?r the_~resent at least. Tak.mg this relmquished purpose as a basis of act10?, citize?s of Honolulu numbering from fifty to one hundred, mostly
re~ident aliens, met in .a private office and selected a so-called Committ~e of ~afety, composed. of thirteen persons, seven of whom were
foreign subjects,. ~nd con~isted of five Americans, one Englishman, and
?ne_German_. This committee, th~ugh its designs were not revealed, had
m VIew nothmg less than annexation to the·United States, and between
Saturday, the 14th, an~-the following Monday, the 16th of Januarythough ex~ctly :¥hat act10n _wa~take~ may not be clearly disclosed---,-----they
were certamly ~n commumcation with the United States Minister. On
~ond~y morm?g the:Queen and_her cabinet made public proclamat10n, wit~ a notice which was specially served upon the representatives
of all forei~ governments, that any changes in the constitution would be
sought only m the methods provided by that instrument. Nevertheless at
~he call_~nd under the auspices of the Committee of Safety, a mass m~et~ngof citizens was held on th~t day to protest against the Queen's alleged
illegal?nd 1:'nlawfulproce:dmgs and purposes. Even at this meeting the
Committee of Safety contmu:d to'disguise their real purpose and contented themselves with pr~cunng the passage of a resolution denouncing
~,he9-,ueen· and empowermg the committee to devise ways and means
to _secure_the permanent mainten_ance of law and order and the protection ofhfe, liberty, andprope~ty m Hawaii". This meeting adjourned
?etwee? three an~ four o ~lock m the afternoon. On the same day,,and
immed~ately a~ter such adjournment, the committee, ·unwilling to take
further st~ps without the cooperation of the United ·States Minister, address~d him a note representmg that the public safety was menaced and
that hv.es and property were in danger, and concluded as follows:
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We are_u~able to p~o_tect ourselves vyithout aid, and therefore pray
protection of the U mted States forces. ·
·
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for:the

· Whatever· may be thought of the other contents of this note the absol~te truth of this latter statement is incontestable. When the ~ote was
wntten and delivered, the committee, so far as it appears, had neither
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a man nor a gun at their command, and after its delivery th_~Ybecame
so panic-stricken at their position that !hey sent some of the~r number
to interview the Minister and request him not to land the Umted States
forces till the next morning. But he replied that the troops had b~en
ordered, and whether the committee were ready or not the landmg
should take. place. And so it happene? that on t~e 16th day of January,
1893, between four and five o'clock m the afterno?n, a det~chment of
marines from the United States steamer Boston,with two pieces of artillery, landed at Honolulu. The mer:, upwards 160 in all, _weresupplied
with double cartridge belts filled with ammumtion and with ?aversacks
and canteens, and were· accompanied by a hospital_c<)rpswith stre!chers and medical supplies. This military demonstr~tion upon the soil of
Honolulu was of itself an act of war, unless made either with the cons~nt
of the Government of Hawaii or for the bona.fidepurpose·of protecting
the imperilled lives and property of citizens of the United States. But
there is no pretense of any such_consent on t~e part of the Government
of the Queen, which at that time was :1ndisputed and _w~sboth the
deja(to and the dejure government. In pomt of fact the existmg government instead of requesting the presence of an armed force· protested
against it. There is as little basi~ for t_hepretense that such forces were
landed for the security of Amen can hfe and property. If so, they would
have been stationed in the vicinity of such property and so as !?protect
it instead. of at a distance and so as to command the Ha_wauan Gove;nment building and palace. Admiral Skerrett, the officer m comi:nan?
of our naval force on the Pacific station, has frankly stated that. m his
opinion the location of the troo~s. was inadvisabl~ if they were landed
for the protection of American citizens whose reside?ces -~nd places of
business as well as the legation and consulate, were m a distant part of
the city, but tl).elocation selected was a_~ise one if the forces were lan?ed
for.the purpose of supporting the provision3! government. If_any peril to
life and property calling for any ~uch martial arr~y had existed, ·Gr_eat
Britain and other foreign·powers mterested would not have been behmd
the United States in activity to protect their citizens. But they ma~e no
sign in that direction. When these a_rmed men were lande~,. the city of
Honolulu was in its customary orderly and peaceful condition. There
was no· symptom of riot or disturbance in any quart~r. Mei:, women,
and children were about the streets as usual, and nothmg·vaned the ?rdinary routine or disturbed the ordinary tranquillity, except the landmg
of the Boston'smarines and their march through the town to the quart~:rs
assigned them. Indeed, the fact that after having c3:lledfor the landmg
of the United States forces on the plea of danger to hfe and property the
Committee of Safety themselves reque~ted· the Mini~ter to P?stpone ac_tion, exposed the untruthfulness of their represent~t~~ns_of presei:it peril
to life and property. The peril they saw was ~n anti:ipation growmg out
of guilty intentions on their part and somethmg which, though n~t then
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existing, they knew would certainlyfollow their attempt to overthrow the
Governn:ient of the Queen without the aid of the United States forces.
Thus it app_ears that Hawaii was taken possession of by the United
States forces without the consent or wish of the government of the islands,
or of anybody else so far as shown; except the United States Minister.
Therefore ~hemilitary occupation ofHonolulu by the United States on
t?e day mentioned was wholly w~thoutjust~fication, either.as an occupation by con?ent or as an occupation necessitated by dangers threatening
Amencan hfe and property. It m:1st be acco~nted for in some other.way
and on some other ground, and its real motive and purpose are neither
obscure nor far to seek.
'
. The United St~tes forces being now on the scene and favorably stationed, the committee proceeded to carry out their original scheme. They
met the next morning, Tuesday, the 17th, perfected the plan of temporary government, ~nd fixed upon its principal officers, ten of whom were
drawn from the thirteen members of the Committee of Safety. Between
one and_two o'clock, by squads and by different routes to avoid notice
and havmg first taken the precaution of ascertaining whether there wa~
~nyone ther~ to oppose them, they proceeded to the Government buildmg to proclaim the new government. No sign of opposition was manifest
and thereupon an American citizen began to read the proclamation fro~
~he ~teps of the Government building almost entirely without auditors. It
is said that before the reading was finished quite a concourse of persons
variously estimated at from 50 to 100, some armed and some unarmed'
gathered about the committee to give them aid and confidence. Thi~
stat:ment is not important, since the one controlling factor in the whole
affair was unques!ionab_ly th~ Unite_d States marines, who, drawn up
under arms and with artillery m readiness only seventy-six yards distant
dominated the situation.
'
The pr~visi~nal g?vern1:1ent thus pro:laimed was by the terms of the
proclamation to exist until terms of umon with the United States had
been_negotiated and agree~ upon":· The United States Minister, pursuant
to pr_ioragreement, recognized this government within an hour after the
:ead~ng of the proclamation, and before five o'clock, in answer to an
mqmry on behalf of the Queen and her cabinet, announced that he had
done so.
".'7hen our N.lini~terrecognized the provisional government the only
basis_upon which it rested was the fact that the Committee of Safety
had m the manner above stated declared it to exist. It was neither a
government defacto ·nor dejure. That it was not in such possession of the
Go~ernment property and agencies as entitled it to recognition is conclusively proved by a note found in the files of the Legation at Honolulu,
~ddressed by the declared head of the .provisional government to Minister St~vens, dated J~n~ary 17, ~8~3, in which he acknowledges with
expressions of appreciation the Mimster's recognition of the provisional
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of the stagovernment ' and states that it is not yet in the possession
tion house (the place where a large number of the (\,"<-ueen's troops were
quartered), though the same had been dema1;1-?edof the Q~e:n's officers
in charge. Nevertheless, this wron'gful recogmt10n by our M1mster placed
the Government of the Queen in a position of most perilous perplexity.
On the one hand she had possession of the palace, of the barracks, and
of the police station, and had at her command at least five hundre~ :ully
armed men and several pieces of artillery. Indeed, t~e whole ~1htary
force of her kingdom was on her side and ~t her disposal, while the
Committee of Safety, by actual search, had discovered t_hatthere were
but very few arms in Honolulu that were not in the service of th~ Government. In this state of things if the Queen could have dealt with the
insurgents alone her course would have. be~n plai1: and the re~ult unmistakable. But the United States had alhed 1tselfw1th her enemies, had
recognized them as the true Governme.11:tof Ha~aii, and had put ~er and
her adherents in the position of oppos1t10n agamst lawfu~authonty. She
knew that she could not withstand the power 9f the Umted States, but
she believed that she might safely trust to its justice. Accordingly, s~me
hours after the recognition of the provisional govern~ent b)'.the ~mted
States Minister, the palace, the barracks, and t~e pohce stat10n, with all
the military resources of the country, were delivered up by the Queen
upon the representation made t~ her that ~er cause would thereafter be
reviewed at Washington, and while protestmg that she surrendered to_the
superior force of the United States, whose Minister had caused Umted
States troops to be landed at Honolulu and decl~red that he woul~ support the provisional government, and_that s~e yielded her ~uthonty to
prevent collision of armed forces and lo~sof hfe and only_until such time
as the United States, upon the facts bemg present~d to 1t, shoul~ undo
the action of its representative and reinstate her 1~ the authonty she
claimed as the constitutional sovereign of the Hawanan Islands.
This protest was delivered to the chief of the :provisi~nal government,
who endorsed thereon his acknowledgment of 1tsrece1pt. The terms of
the protest were read without dissent by ~hose assumin? to constitute the
provisional government, who were certaml)'. charged with the knowledge
that the Queen instead of finally abando1:mg her po"".er had appea~e~
to the justice of the United States for_rems_tatement m her auth~no/,
and yet the provisional Gover1:ment with_this unanswered protest m its
hand hastened tO',negotiate with the Umted States for the J?ermanent
banishment of the Queen from power and for a sal: _ofher kin?dom.
Our country was in danger of occupying the position ofhavmg actually set up a temporary governmen~ on for~ign soil for the purpose of
acquiring through that agency terntory _which we had ~rongfu_lly P1:1t
in. its possession. The control o~ _both sides of a bargam acqmred m
such a manner is called by a fam1har and unpleasant name wh~n found
in private transactions. We are not .without a precedent showmg how
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scrupulously we avoided such ~c~usations in former days. After the people of Texas had declared the1r m~el?endence of Mexico they .resolved
that on the acknowle?g:me_nt of the1r 11:dependence by the United States
they would seek adm1ss10nmto the Umon. Several months after the battle of San Jacinto, by ~hich Texan indep~ndence was practically assisted
and est~bhshed, Pres1~ent Ja:kson declmed to reco·gnize it, alleging as
one ofh1s reasons that m the c1rcumstances it became us "to beware of a
too e~r~ymove~ent, as it might subject us, however unjustly,-to the imof see_kmgto establish th~ :l~im of our neighbours to a territory
Pl;1tat101:
with a VIe': to its subsequent acqms1t10nby ourselves". This is in marked
contrast with the hasty recognition of a government openly-and concededly se~1;1Pfor the purpose of tendering to us territorial annexation.
I behe_ve_thata candid and through examination of the facts will force
the con_v1ct1~n
that the provisional government owes its existence to an
armed mvas1on by t~e United S~ates. Fair-minded people with the evidence-before them will hardly claim that the Hawaiian Government was
overthrown by the· people of the islands or that the provisional government had eve~ existed with thei: consent. I do not understand that any
me~ber of th1~government claims that the people would uphold it by
the1r s1:1ffrages1fthey were allowed to vote on the question.
. While naturally sympath~zing with every effort to establish a republican form of government, 1t has been the settled policy of the United
~tates to conc~de to people of foreign countries the same freedom and
mdepend~nce m the management of their domestic affairs that we have
always _claimed for ourselves; and it has been our practice to recognize
rev0Iut10nary governments as_soon as_it became apparent that they were
supported by ~he I?eople. !'o_rillustration of this rule I need only to refer
to the re".0Iut10n m Brazil m 1889, when our Minister was instructed
to recognize ~he_Republ~c"so soon as a majority of the people of Brazil
should have s1gn1fiedthe1r assent to its establishment and maintenance"·
to the :evolution in Chile in 1891, when our Minister was directed t~
recognize the _ne"".government _"ifit was accepted by the people"; and
to the revolutio?_m Venezuela m 1892, when our recognition was accorded_on cond1t10n that.the hew government was "fully established, in
possession of the po~er ?f th: nation, and accepted by the people".
As I apprehend the s1tuat10n, we are brought face to face with the
· ·
following conditions:
·
·
. The lawful Government of Hawaii was overthrown without the drawmg of a sword or the fu:in~ of a shot by a process every step of which, it
may safely be asserted, 1sd1rectly traceable to and dependent for its success upon the agency ?f the United States acting through its diplomatic
and naval representatives.
But for the notorious predilections of the United States Ministe; for
a~nexation, the Committee of Safety, which shouHbe called the Committee of Annexation, would never have existed.
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.. But for the landing of the United States forces upon false1pretexts
respecting the danger to life and :property the c.ommittee would never
have exposed themselves to the pams and penalties of treason by undertaking the subversion ·of the Queen'.s Governme1:1t. .
. . ·
.
But for the presence. of the Umted States forces m the 1mmed1ate
vicinity and in position·to;afford.~ll needed pr~t~ction and support the
committee would not have proclaimed the prov1s10nalgovernment from
· .
.
the steps of.the Government building.
. Arid· finally, but for the lawless occupat10ri of Honolulu under false
pretexts by.United States forces, and but for Min~ster-Stevens's recognition oftlie provisional government when the. Umted,States forces were
its sole.support and constituted its only_military strength, ~~e Queen and
her· Government would never have yielded to the prov1s10nal government, even for a time and for the sole purpose of submitting her case to
·
.
the enlightened justice of the U nit~d States. · · ·
. Believing, therefore, that the 1:TmtedSt~tes co_uldn?t, un~er the ~ircumstances disclosed, annex the islands Wlthout Justly mcurnng the 1m. putation of acquiring them by unjustifiable meth?ds, I s?all n?t again
submit the treaty of annexation to the. Senate for 1~scons1derat10_n,an?
in the instructions to Minister Willis, a copy of which· accompames this
message, I have directed him to so .inform the P:ovisiona_l~overnme~t.
· _But in.the present instance our duty does not, m my opm10n; end with
refusing to.consummate this questionable trans_act~on.•It ~as be~n the
boast,of our Government that it seeks to do justice m all thmgs without
regard to the strength or weakness of those_with who1:11
it deals. I mi~take
the American people if they favor the od10us doctrme that there .1sno
such thing as international morality, that there ,is o?e ~aw ~or a strong
nation and another for a weak.one, and that e'ven by mdirect10n a strong
power may with impunity despoil a weak one its ~erritory. .
.
· By-an act of war, committed with the part1opat1on ?fa diplomatic
representative of the United States and without authonty of Congress,
the _Government of a feeble but friendly and confiding people has been
overthrown. A substantial wrong has thus been done which a due regard for.our national character as we!l as the rig~t~ of the injured people
requires we shoul? ende_avor to repair. ~he_·prov1s10nalgovernmen~ has
not assumed a republican or other const1tut1onal form, but has remamed
a mere executive council or oligarchy, set up without the assent of the
people, ·It has not sought to find a permanent basis of popular support
and has given no evidence of any intention to do so. -Indeed, -~herepresentatives ofthat government assert that the'people of 8:awan are unfit
for popular go~ernment and frankly avow that they can be best ruled by
· . .
arbitrary or despotic power.
. The law of nations is founded upon reas9n and Justice, and the rules of
conduct governing individual relations between citizer_isor subjects_of a
civilized State are equally applicable as between enlightened nat1o~s.
The considerations that international law is without a court for its
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enforcemerlt, and that obedience to its commands practically depends
upon good faith, instead of upon the mandate of a superior. tribunal,
onlY_give ~dditior_ialsanction to the law itself and brand any "deliberate mfract10n of 1t not •merely as a· wrong but as a -disgrace. A man
of true honor protects the unwritten word which binds.his conscience
m·ore scrupulously, if possible, than he does the bond a breach of which
subjects him to legal liabilities; and the United States in aiming to maintain itself as one of the most enlightened ·Ofnations would do its citizens
gross injustice if it applied to its international relations any other than a
high standard of honor and morality. Onthat ground the United States
can not properly be ·put in the position of countenancing a wrong after
its-commission any more than in·that of consenting to it in advance. Ori
that ·ground it can. not allow itself to refuse to redress an injury inflicted
through an abuse of power by officers endowed with its authority and
wearing its uniform; and on the same ground, if a feeble but· friendly
state is ~n danger of being robbed of its independence and its sovereignty
by a misuse of the name and power of the United States, the United
States can not fail to vindicate its honor and its sense of justice by an
earnest effort to make all possible reparation.
.
These principles apply to the present case with irresistible force when
the special conditions of the Queen's surrender of her sovereignty are
rec~lled. She surrendered not to the provisional government, but to the
Umted States. She surrendered not absolutely and permanently, but
temporarily and conditionally until such time as the facts could be considered by the United States. Furthermore, the provisional government
acquiesced in her surrender in that manner and on those terms not
only· by tacit consent, but through the positive acts of some me~bers
of t~at government who urged her peaceable submission, not merely to
~vo~dbloodshed,_ but because_she could place implicit relia:nce·upon the
JUSt1ceof the Umted States; and that the whole subject would be finally
considered at .Washington.
.
·.
·
I have not, however, overlooked an incident of this unfortunate affair
which remains to be mentioned. The members of the provisional government and their supporters, though not entitled to extreme sympathy,
have been led to their present predicament of revolt against the Government of the Queen by the indefensible encouragement and assistance of
our diplomatic representative. This fact may entitle them to claim that
in our effort to rectify the wrong committed some regard should be had
for their safety. This sentiment is strongly seconded oy my anxiety to do
nothing which would invite either harsh retaliation on the part of the
Queen, or violence and bloodshed in any quarter. In the belief that the
Queen, as well as her enemies, would be willing to adopt such a course as
would meet these conditions, and in view of the fact that both the Queen
~nd the provisional government had at one time apparently acquiesced
m a reference of the entire case to the United States Government and
considering the further fact that in any event the provisional govern~ent
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by its own declared limitation was only "to exist until terms of union with
the United States of America have been negotiated and agreed upon",
I hoped that after the assurance to the members of that government
that such union could not be consummated I might compass a peaceful
adjustment of the difficulty. . .
·
.
Actuated by these desires and purposes, and riot unmmdful of the
inherent perplexities of the situation nor of the limitations upon my
power, I instructed Minister Willis to advise the Queen ~n~ her supporters of my desire to aid in the restoration of the .status ex1stmg before the
lawless landing of the United States forces at Honolulu on the 16th of
January last, if such-restoration could-be effected upon terms pro~iding
for clemency as well as justice to all parties concerned. The conditions
suggested, as the instructions snow, contemplate .a. general amnesty to
those concerned in setting up the provisional government and a recognition of all its bonafide acts and obligations. In short, they require that
th_epast should be buried, and that the restored Gov~rnment should reassume its authority as·if its continuity had not been mterrupted. These
conditions have not proved acceptable to the Queen, and though she has
been informed that they "".illbe insisted upon, ·and that, unless acceded
to the efforts.of.the President to aid in the-restoration of her Government
cease '· I have
not thus far learned that she is willing to yield them
..
her acquiescence. The check which my plans have thus e~~ouritered has
prevented their .presentation to th~ members o~the prov1SI~nal~overnment, while unfortunate public m1srepresentat10ns of the s1tuat10? and
exaggerated statements of the sentiments of our people-have ohv10usly
injured the prospects of successfu~Ex_ecuti:e 1!1-ediation.. ,
. .
I therefore submit-this commumcat1on with its accompanymg exh1b1ts,
embracing Mr Blount's report, the evidence and,statements t~e1_1by
him at Hono\uJu,the instructions given to both Mr·Blount and M1mster
Willis, arid correspondence connected with the affair in,hand.
.
In commending this subject to the extended' powers and wide
discretion of the Congress; I desire to add the assurance that I shall
be much gratified to cooperate in any legislative pla~ w~ich m~y be
devised for the. solution of the problem before us which 1s consistent
with American hqnor, .integrity, and morality.

will

Grover Cleveland.
Executive _Mansion
.Washington,
December18, 1_893
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Joint Resolution

Toacfsnowledge
_theI ~-0thann~versary
eftheJanuqry 1 7, "J893 overthrowefthe

Kzngdo1:7
efHawan, and to efferan apologyto thenativeHawaiianson behalfef
the UnitedStatesfor the overthroweftheKingdomefHawaii.

Whereas:_prior to the arrival of the firstEuropeans in 1778, the Native
. Ha:vanan people lived in a highly organized, self-sufficient, subsistent
social system based on communal land tenure with a sophisticated
.· .
language, culture, and religion;
Whereas a unified monarchical government of the Hawaiian Islinds was
established in 1810 under Kamehameha I, the first King of Hawaii;
Whereas, from 1826 u~til 1893, the United States recognized the ind~pende1_1ceof the_~mgdorh of Hawaii, extended full and complete
d1plomat1c recogmt1on to the Hawaiian Government and entered
into treaties and cOnventions with the Hawaiian moria;chs to govern
commerce and navigation in 1826, 1842, 1849, 1875, and 1887;
Whereas the Congregational Church (now known as the United Church
of Christ), through its American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, sponsored and sent more than 100 missionaries to the
Kingdom of Hawaii between· I 820 and 1850; .
'.
Whe~eas, onJ~nuary 14, 1893,John L. Stevens (hereafter referred to iri
th~s _Resolut1~mas. the "United States Minister"), the United States
Mm1s~:r ass1/?!1edt~ the sovereign and independent Kingdom of
Hawa!1 conspired with a small group of non~Hawaiian residents of
the. Kingdom of Hawaii, including citizens of the United States. to
overthr?w the indigenous and lawful Government of Hawaii; . '
Whereas, m pursance of the conspiracy to .overthrow the Government
· of Hawaii_, the United States Minister and the naval representatives
of the Umted States caused armed naval forces of the, United States
to i?:ade the sovereign Hawaiian nation on January 16, 1893, and to
pos1t1~mthemselve~ near the Hawaiian Government buildings and the
Iolam Palace to mt1midate QueenLiliuokalani and her Government;
Whereas, on the afternoon of January 17, .189.3,a Committee of Safety
that repre~e~ted t~e American and European sugar planters, descendants of m1~s10nanes,and financiers deposed the Hawaiian: monarchy
and proclaimed the establishment of a Provisional Government;
Whereas _t~e United Stat:s. Minister thereupon extended diplomatic
recogi:nt1on to _the Prov1s10nal Government that was formed by the
conspirators without the consent of the Native-Hawaiian people. or
the lawful Government of Hawaii and in violation of treaties between
the two nations and of international law· - '
· ··
·
Wherea~, soon thereafter, when informed· ~f the risk of bloodshed with
resistance, q.,ueen Liliuo½alani issued thefollowing statement yielding
her authonty to the Umted States Government rather than to the
Provisional Government:
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I Liliuokalani, by the Grace of God and under the Con_stitution of the
Hawaiian Kingdom, Q~~~n, do hereby solemnly protest agamst any and all
acts done against myself and thi(Constitutional Government of the Hawaiian
·Kin'gdom by certain persons,-claiming to ·have ·established a .Provisional Government of and for this Kingdom. ·
.
·.·
.
·
.That I yield to the superior force of the Uni!ed ?tates whose Minister Plenipotentiary, His Excellency John L. Ste'.'ens, has ca~sed United States tro?ps to
be la:rided.at Honolulu and declared that he would support the Prov1S1onal
Government.
.
Now to avoid any collisi9n of armed forces and. perhaps the loss _oflife,
I do this under protest and imperille1 by said force yield my authonty untif such time as the Government of the United States shall, upon' facts being presented to it, undo the action of its_re~resent~tives. and ·reinstate m~. in
the authority which I claim as the Const1tut10nal Sovereign of the Hawauan
Islands .
. Done at Honolulu this 17th day ofJanuary AD, 1893; ·

Whereas without the active support, and intervention by the United
·. States' diplomatic and military ·representatives, ·the insurrection
against the Government of Queen Liliuokalani would have failed
for lack of popular support and sufficient arms;
Wher.eas; on February 1, 1893, the Ul)ited States Minister raised the
American flag and prodaim:ed ·Hawaii td be a protectorate of the
United.States;·
.
.
.
.
Whereas the report of a Presiµentially established investigation con. ducted by former Congressman· Ja:tnes Blount into the events surrounding the insurrection and ovei:throw of January 17, ·1893, c_oncluded that the United States diplomatic and militaryrepresentat1ves
had abused their .authority and were responsible· for the change in
.
. .
·government; · ·
· · ·• · · · · · ·
Whereas· as a result of this.investigation, the Umted States Mm1ster
. to .Ha~aii was recalled from his diplomatic post and the military
' commander of the United States armed forces stationed in Hawaii
· was disciplined and forced to: r~sign his commission; ·
.
Whereas, in a message to Congress on December 18, 1893, President
Grover, Cleveland reported fully and accurately on the illegal ac.ts of
the conspirators,. described such acts as' an. '!~~tl 0~ war,. comm1!ted
with the participation of a diplomatic'· repre~entat1ve of t~e Umted
·states and.without authority of.Congress''; and acknowle1ged that
. by sucl;l acts the government of a peace.fol and friendly :people was
·overthrown; '·· rr·.. •: ,. . •
.
Whereas President Cleveland '.further concluded that a· "substantial
wrong has thus been done which a: due regardifor ou'r national character as well as the rights of .the injured people· requires .we sh~~ld
endeavor to repair" and called for the restoration of the Hawauan
·
monarch;
··
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Whereas the Provisional Government protested President, Cleveland's
·call for the restoration of the monarchy and continued to hold state
power and pursue annexation to the United States;
Whereas-the Provisional Government successfully lobbied the Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate (hereafter ref erred to in this
Resolution as the "Committee") to conduct a new investigation into
the events surrounding the overthrow of the monarchy;
·
Whereas the· Committee and. its Chairman, Senator John ·Morgan,
conducted hearings in Washington, DC, from December 27, 1893,
through February 26, 1894, ,in which members of the· Provisional
Governmentjustified and condoned the actions of the United States
.Minister and recommended annexation of Hawaii;
Whereas, although the Provisional Government was able to obscure the
·role· of ,the United States in, the illegal overthrow of the Hawaiian
monarchy, it w:as unable -to rally the support from two-thirds of the
Senate needed to ratify a treaty of annexation;
Whereas on July 4, 1894, the Provisional Government declared itself to
be-the, Republic of Hawaii;
Whereas, on January 24, 1895, while imprisoned in Iolani Palace, Queen
Liliuokalani was forced by representatives of the Republic of Hawaii
to officially abdicate her throne;
Whereas, in the 1896 United States Presidential election, William
McKinley replaced Grover Cleveland;
Whereas; on July 7, 1898 as a consequence of the Spanish-American
·.War,President McKinley signed the N ewlands· Joint Resolution that
· provided for-the annexation of.Hawaii;
Whereas, through the Newlands Resolution; the self-declared Republic
of Hawaii ceded sovereignty over the Hawaiian Islands to the United
: States; . · :

i

Whereas the Republic of Hawaii also ceded 1,800,000 acres of.crown,
government and public lands of the Kingdom of Hawaii, without the
· consent ofor compensation to the native ·people of Hawaii or their
sovereign government;
··
·
Whereas the Congress, through the Newlands Resolution, ratified the
cession, annexed Hawaii as part of the United States, and vested title
to the land in Hawaii in the United States;
Whereas the Newlands Resolution also specified that treaties existing
between Hawaii and foreign nations were to immediately cease and
be replaced by United States treaties with such nations;
Whereas the Newlands Resolution effected the transaction between the
Republic of Hawaii and the United States Government;
.
·
Whereas the indigenous Hawaiian people never directly refinquished
their claims to their inherent .sovereignty as a people or over their
national lands. to the United States, either through their monarchy
or through a plebiscite or referendum;.
•.
. ; .,J . '
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Whereas, on April 30, 1900, President McKinley signed the Organic
Act: that provided a government for the territory of Hawaii and
defined the political structure and powers of the newly established
Territorial Government and its relationship to the United States;
Whereas, on August 21, 1959, Hawaii became the 50th State of the
United· States;
Whereas the health and well-being of the Native Hawaiian people is
intrinsically tied to their deep.feelings and attachment to the land;
Whereas the long,range economic and social changes in Hawaii over the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries have been devastating to the
population and to the health and well-being of the Hawaiian people;
Whereas the Native Hawaiian people are determined to preserve,
develop. and transmit to future generations their ancestral territory,
and their cultural identity in accordance with their own spiritual
and traditional beliefs, customs, practices, language, and social
institutions;
Whereas, in order to promote racial harmony and cultural understanding, the Legislature of the State of Hawaii has determined that the
year 1993 should serve Hawaii as a year ofspecial reflection on the
rights and dignities ofthe Native Hawaiians in the Hawaiian and the
American societies;
Whereas the Eighteenth General Synod of the United Church of Christ
in recognition of the denomination's historical· complicity in the
illegal overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawaii in 1893 directed the
Office of ·the President of the United Church of Christ to offer a
public apology to the Native Hawaiian :people and to initiate the
process of reconciliation between the United Church of Christ and
the Native Hawaiians; and
Whereas it is proper and timely for the Congress on the occasion of the
.impending one hundredth anniversary of the event, to acknowledge
the historic significance of the illegal overthrow of the Kingdom of
Hawaii, to express its deep regret to the Native Hawaiian people,
and to support the reconciliation efforts of the State of Hawaii and
the United Church of Christ with Native Hawaiians: Now, therefore,
be it

(2) recognizes and commends efforts of reconciliation initiated by the
State of Hawaii and the United Church of Christ with Native
Hawai~ans;
(3) apologizes to Native Hawaiians on behalf of the people of the United
States for the overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawaii on January 17,
1893 with the participation of agents and citizens of the United
States, and the deprivation of the rights of Native Hawaiians to selfdetermination;
(4) _expresses its commitment to acknowledge the ramifications of the
ov<':rthrowof the Kingdom of Hawaii, in order to provide a proper
foui:i-dation for reconciliation between the United States and the
Native Hawaiian people; and
(5) urges the President of the United States to also acknowledge ·the
ramifications of the overthrow of the Kingdom of Hawaii and to support reconciliation efforts between the United States and the Native
·
Hawaiian people.
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. ResolvedbytheSenateandHouseefRepresentatives
eftheUnitedStatesefAmerica
·
in Congressassembled,
SectionI Acknowledgement
andApology
The Congress( 1) on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the illegal overthrow
of the Kingdom of Haw~ii on January 17, 1893, acknowledges the
historical significance of this event which resulted in the suppression
of the inherent sovereignty of the Native Hawaiian people;
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Section2. Defi.nitions
As used in this Joint Resolution, the term "Native Hawaiian" means any
individual who is a descendant of the aboriginal people who, prior to
1778, occupied and exercised sovereignty in the area that now constitutes
the State of Hawaii.
Section3. Disclaimer
Nothing in thisJoint Resolution is intended to serve as a settlement of
any claims against the United States.
Approved November 23, 1993
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